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The Ecuador Non-Formal Education Project is administered by 
the Center for· International Education at the University of 
Massachusetts and is funded under the auspices of the United 
States Agency for International Development. . . 
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Introduction 

In wha.t is now over two years since the · Non-Formal Education Project 

began its ae:tivities in Ecuador, the first ·question that was asked stated, 
. . . 

"and now what?" Up to that poirit, we had developed a conceptual framework .. 
and a series of behaviora~ objectives that gave us the ideal .perspective, · 

and to a degree, imaginary, as to what we thought NFE should be; although we 

did not have ·a tool in ·our hands to convert this conceptual framework into a 

. learning process. 

Our first task, in response to this need, was to create learning environ-

1 ments where those theoretical processes could take place. The~aci~!_!:ator 

.. model discussed at some length in other project documents - was one of those ......... 

environments to which participants (Sierra campesinos) and project staff (a 

l hetereogeileous group: two mestizos, an indian and a North American) attempted 

1 to attain self-~steem, a critical thinking process, and th~ ability to re-

1 solve conflicts. These variables, in the affective domain, were experienced 

through dialogue that provided a means to shape and develop an experential 

process. A process that takes ~nto consideration five different steps: 

~ · Experience rr 
Internalization 

~ 
Ref lectioh 

J 
Conceptualization 

vi 
Field Practice 

Although the steps do not necessarily need to follow a cyclical pattern, it is 

fundamental to the process' to begin with an experience activity. It is at this 

stage that the project started to develop materials, simulations, fluency games 

fotonovelas, etc. 



;. 

. '9\~~ ........ ~ . 
In the 'development of games our primary criteria wast~ develop(·g. ames 't· 

/ th~t were/cheap, /easily reproducible/ motivating, ofrfminediate relevance, 

1 self-explanato~y, and "self-gene.rating. · In so doing·, the games were dis-

tributed to rural villages, the Ministry of Adult Education, and other 

institutional a:nd non....;institutional frameworks. The games were presented 

[; in a partially completed form and purposely produced in an unfinished way; 
·,t~ 11 . _i . ·-- .___,-

' this was done so that _participants could adapt the games to their own 

social setting, relate them to their lives and experiences, be perceived 

by them as useful and entertaining, and be played according to their 

local style of play. 

It is the purpose of this gaming material survey · to assess the original 

intentions of the galning materials in reference to the above mentioned 

criteria; in addition two more criteria were added to the assessment -

games'Yi:nduce de.sirabl~human_development and arejculturally_ based. The 
......., 

· survey provides for a comparitive study of the games mast frequently used 
. ..r 

by the pro_ject • 

For this reason, the gaming materials survey and the comments of Alberto. 

Ochoa, the investigator and writer of this document, provide valuable in_. 

formation in to the ·gaming materials. The questions and comments of the 

writer will stimulate a: process of reflection for those involved in edu-

cational gaming ~aterials. The following gaming survey should be looked 

upon as a process for conceptualizing the first two years of tpe project 
. •· 

·· and as a phase of the ~onsolidation activities of the third · year. 

Patricio Barriga 

o I._ ' 
. 

' .. . , 

• . . 
.. 



:Background of Gaming Materials Survey · 

During the Summer of 1973, Ted Ward from the µniversity of Michigan 

visited the university of Massachusetts Project on "Non-Formal 

Education .in Ecuador" for the purpose of advising ·usAID/Washington about 

the shape and form of an evaluation that could focus on the learning 
. I 

. ,. 
.. 

e·ffectiveness of the institutional materials (games and. simulations) developed 

within ·and for the project. 

In his report to USAID/Ecuador, Dr. Ward points to the need for the 

project to develop-vguidelines for the development, of effective materials 

1 
. (p. 3) . and provides a series of questions for the project to evaluate• 

What are the1characteristics of effective instructional 

materials. in reference to given -=-l_earning outcomes among 

given sorts ._9f learning? (p. 4) What sorts of instruc-i\ 

tional materials acheive what learning gains? for wha~ · 

· sorts of people? under what sort of instructiona} 

·. condition.s? . (p, 5) 

. I . . 
Under Section. II, of his _report he outlines seven options for evaluative 

emphasis; of these seven options David R. Evans, Principal Investigator of 

the project, committed the project to do option 116, a survey of gaming 

tl!aterials, during March 1974 (See Appendix I). 

G6al of Gaming Materi~ls Stirvey 

The goal of the survey is to begin consolidating data based on 

the gaming materials developed and used by the project and to focus on 
., .·~ . . . . 

the original intentions of the instructional materials (Ward, option 6). 
-~· 

; 
• I 

' 



Background Information on Gaming Materials 

A.· Garnes in Rural Education: The project developed and produced 

thirty2_hree games during its · first and second year (1972-1974) ., 

both in Umass and in Ecuador, with / each game partially complete 
__./ 

and in an /~nfinishedJormat to provide the Ecuadorean campesino 

with the opportunity to adapt the game around his 'Social and 

geographical· ~1-~._and for him to determine the rules of the 

game. .The games were desj.gned for the illiterate and semi-literate 

campesinos in Ecuador, South America. The rationale --~~eing the high 

. / illiteracy rate a.mong campesinos, the/scarcity of trained teachers 

/ 
for the rural sectors, the reliance on passive educational method-

ologies, the need for ' self-corifidence concerning one's ability to · 

·learn, etc. (See Technical Note Ill, The Ecuador Project). 

B. Simulation and Fluency Games: TWo of the three types of materials 

· . designed by the project to teach basic __ s ognitiVe and affective 

\ 

skills are Simulation games and F~uency game.s (Skill j>ractice__,Gaines)'; 
' ... _... ·- ' • . 

these two types of game~ are the core of the survey of gaming mater-

ials; the third type of materials being Expressive Techniques·, which are not 

dealt with in this. survey. In reference as to why the project chos.e to 

develop and produce simulation games, the answer to the question lies in 

the rationale of the project and the £ollowing points: 

·l• · Given the rural setting, one attractive aspect of games 

is that they combine learning with fun; they are, 
..,,..r -./ 

intended to be self-motivating. 

2. The scarcity of trained teachers forces a reliance on<learning 

syste~ which require little training or expertise to administer. 



.. 

and chance mechanisms, and feel that such devices are f.it 

only for "parlor" ~ames. It is the conviction of the 

· project that when working with rural adults these aspects 
\ 

are essential factors in the games' effectiveness and should 

not be discarded in favor of more rigorous, · yet thore ,,_. 

complicated, simulation designs. 
'v 

3. Because financial resources .,are so scarce, it is also impor

tant that the /chosen educational methodologies be reproducable 

by local communities, and that they spread easily from one corn-

munity to another without the need for an elaborate distri-· 

bution system. Gaines provide both .capabilities, they can 

. · .<be copied ~nd transferred from one area to another ·by simple 

word of mouth. 

4, 
. . . . . 'i; '. . 

.Fin~lly, and_ perhaps · most irnporta~t, game~ support an act.ive 

) 

pedagogy. They force students, all students, to become 

. involved in the learning activity. They .are an excellent 

vehicle not only for participation during the playing of 

the game but also for learner in-put into the content of the .....___, 

lesson itself • . The simulation games have all been developed 

I either by Ecuadorians or with their assistantce. While it is 
.,~~ 
:\.' possible to design a game in isolation from the target population, 

it is not advisable to do so. 

' 



Games are not the sole creation of game experts with y~ars of 
. \ 

training. Many such. experts will try to insist that non-professionals 

·~- ltad better leave game design to the experts. It is our experience that 

the best results are obtained from a mixture of design expertise and the ptact-) 

.ical experience of those who know and understand the situation being modeled. 
I 
I . 

In regard to the Fluency .games (Skil~Practic~Games) the following 

are key reasons why the project chose to develop Fluency games in 

the area of literacy and numeracy skills: 
.....__ . ---

1. Skill-practice games can take the role of drill instructor, 

I and play. that role in a very acceptable manner to the 

student. Like simulation-games, skill-practice games are 

· fun and at the same time the students are actually 

increasing their facility with specific operations. 

2, .These games are also cheap; they can be produced at \ 

31 

very low cost, copied by local communities, and spread 

by word of mouth. 
~-. 

They differ from simulation-games in that they off er more 

reinforcement to the l~arner in smaller doses. Usually 
-

during a period of an. hour or so, there are many winners.) 

Playis shorter, more concentrated, and closer to 
I 

l~ ~ . indige;:;_~~::~-t!2:,)ta~_~s. They are completely modular in that 

they can be repeated over an extended period of time with 

little loss of interest or impact. 

·4, Once again, these games support an active rather than a 

passive pedagogy, they reinforce learner participation, 1 

and they involve physical as well as mental dexterity ...... '-" 



which is important to adults used to working with thefr'hands. 

C. Project Perspective · on Gaming Materials: The Ecuador Project's 

perspective is represented in Dr. Evans' resp.onse to Professor 

Ward's ' report ·on "Evaluation Plans for the Umass Project." · The 

following points are articulated: 
j . 

1. T.he project is not conceived of as largely a materials '\ 
I . 
:· 

development effort. We are in fact entertaining the 

hypothesis that the rn~terials are in~~dental - what 

· is crucial is the type of proce~ which they stimulate, a 

human relationship horizontally· based on respect, and the 

behavior of the users as a group of individuals. (p. 2) 
"' 

2. ' The materials haveygrown organically out of the field \ 

· experiences and from the demands of the learners as they work 

together. (p. 2) 

3. Of de p:ol of 34 games developed by the project, only those 
v' 

materials cui:'J:"ently in extensive use have had the most 

i\, 
work and effort, and are not necessarily those which are 

most accepted.. (p. 2) · 

4. There has simply not been time or manpower for extensive 

I testing. and usage of all the materials. (p. 2) 

5. In reference to selection of materials: depending on 

(the users, the mat~rials will be different ones. The 

projects philosophy calls for user-oriented_yhoice process; 

people are encouraged to take .what interests them and make 

whatever modifications they wish. (p. 3) 

.. 
' 



i 

I 
I 

6~ The project takes the position that there is no "right" 

~ethod or set of materials to meet the needs of the 

I campesino; instead there are a variety of materials to be 
. -

.used by them as they find those which are ·most valuable 

for me.eting their own need~. (p. 5) 

7. The project is l;>ased on an alternative set of .assumptions: 

~that learners are the ones who ultimately know what content, 

what types of materials, what learning settings are best 

for them, that the outside experts are as often w·rong as they-

are right, and a healthy scepticism for their recominenda-· 
( .. 

tions i$ essential for survival; that there is no single 

correcf material or approach but rather a variety from 

which learners should make their own choice; and that the 

goals of the project are not to create primary school 

·~· equivalence in the countryside but rather to find ways to 

. · ·promote growth in personal community actions and skills \ 

which lead to a ~elf-sustaining process of ' local development) " 

· D. Facilitator~ Trained to Use Materials: In order to be consistent 

with the ov~rall purpose of non-formal education the project and 

1 the field project coordinators have emphasized in the training 
. . . // 

sessions for facilitators that learning can be achieved through 
. ~ . 

materials and people which. are already present in ·the corrununi ties· • 
. .____, "-"" 

Thus, the gaming materials are presented to the facilitators in the 

fbllowing way by the project: 

, ... 
· ~ ~ 1. The . use of the games is demonstrated 

2. Emphasis is placed on the fact thqt the rules~ of the gqmes. 

.. 



are not complete and that the games allow the flexibility 

for the rules to be changed or adapted .to the local sit- \ 

uation. 

3. Stress is placed on the right of the participant(s) 

to reject the game (s') if they do not wish to part- \ 

icipate. 

4. Discussion emphasizes the way in which the games permit the" 

participant(s) to use·them according to their own social / 

setting and need. 

Preparation Prior to Survey of Gaming Materiais 
i · 

i . A •. A memo .was sent to the Ecuador field staff with regards to the 
. I 

survey of gaming materials by the writer of this report specifying 

the following information: 

The trip is seen as lasting 3-4 weeks and having a two-fold purpose: 

1. To foctis on. the {evaluatio~ of gaming materials based on 

the si.X criteria .stated in Technical Note Ill; and 
~ . -·~ -

2. To ·establish communication with the Ecuador staff and 

. project roles for the ·third year of the project. 

The goal of the first :purpose is to begin consolidating gaming 

materials, 2. la Ward - Option 6 (see attached copy) and to provide 

the Ecuador staff with data that' will facilitate the documentation , 

of the following field tested games used .by the project during the 

past two years : 

.. 

· I 



.. 

.. 
Hacienda 
Letter Dice. 
El Mercado 
Syllable Dice 

Letter Rummy 
Roulette 
Pin Ball · · · 
Coop 

others l~ss used 

The gathering of information will be done by means of: 

1. Visiting sites where gaming materials are being used; 

2 '~ discussions with Quito/Amherst staff 
I . 
/ . • 

f3. convers·ing with Ecuadoreans, e.g. facilitators, MOE 

personnel, etc. 

4. if possible, conversing with the people . using the 

.materials; 

5. independently working with the materials; 

6. reviewing and checking records; 

7. other 

An evaluation form will be utilized to record the information for 

each. of the materials to be evaluated. The form will .attempt 

to document . the following information: 

· ; 
1 • 

._. . 

six criteri~ - ·Technital Note #1 

. 2~ . . content of skills of games 

3. mode of participation 

4. learning out.comes 

Criteria for each of the categories will be defined operationally 

in order to facilitate assessment of gaming materials. 

B. The limitations of the survey should be noted: 

(1) Ward's Option 6, called for an eight month study evaluation 

· and six staff persona to implement the option; the writer of 
I 

· l 

• 



·this survey spent three weeks in Educador du.ring March 1974. 

In the first week, the writer familiarized himself with 

the materials and in . discussion with project staff regarding· 
.. 

the games. The second was spent in the 'field visiting the 

C~lonche area for three days, the Columbe area for two days, 

and the urban Adult Education schools of Quito for tw·o days -

in each case, each. site utilized project materials. The third 
I 

week w~s spent in Quito working with the project staff. 

(2) No laboratory testing of materials was done. 

(3) Survey data ·was gathered from existing documents, observations, 

visits to field sites, conversing with campesinos and working · 

with the project staff in Quito. 

Proced.ures of .Gaming Materials Survey · 

· The procedures undertaken in implementing the survey of the gaming 

materiais are the following: 
,. 

L The first . step was to develop a mastei:_ _~jst .of all the gaming 

materials which the project had deveioped by using project 

records and an inventory of the games. The writer then 

asked the project staff in Quito to verify the list. 

2. Given a master list of .games a chart was developed in order to 

. indicat:e: 

/ 
-whether the game was a 'fluency game, an expressive technique, 

.. / 

or a ·simulation game. 

-whether each game had been pilot-tested in a local school in Quito 



or in one project site and if it has .been j:ield:-tested on a 

·1arge scale in at least several connnunities. 

-the degre~ use of each game: whether it has never been 
' . 

used, has had some use, or is frequently used in field 

sitesw}lere the games have been introduced by the project. 

-whether the game is used by facilitators and.by adult , 

education teachers in a number of field sites where the 

games have been introduced by the project or the 

Ecuadorian Department of Education. 

The writer asked the pr_oJect staff (Barriga; Tasiguano, Alcocer·., 

Andrade, Smith) to provide the information desired, with differences 
1 • 

:'\ 

subsequently negotiated to a consensus. 
I 

The following Master List of Games . 

rep~esents the opinion of the Quito project staff: 

. . , 

.. 



1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 
I 

~. 

t 
I· 

·. 
9. 

10. 

11. 

l.2. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

. . 

. . 

MASTER LIST OF GAMES 

SPANISH/ENGLISH TRANSLATION 

HACIENDA (two types)l 

COPERATIVA 

EL ROBO 

CONCENTRACION 

NAIPES DE LETRAS 
, 

NAIPES DE SILABAS 

DADOS DE LETRAS 

DADOS DE NUMEROS 

a) SUMA 
I 

. . _. b) MULTIPLICACION 

· ·c) .DIVISION 

d) .RESTA . 

QUINA . . 

a) · SUMA ,, 
b) MULTIPLICACION 

PIN BALL 

RULETA 

ARGOLLAS 

TRES EN CALLE 

DOMINO 

EL BURRO 

EL CHULO 

GAME OF LIFE 

COOPERATIVE 

THEFT 

CONCENTRATION 

LETTER RUMMY . 

SYLLABLE RUMMY 

LETTER DICE 

NUMBER DICE 

ADDITION 

. MULTIPLIQATION 

DIVISION 

· SUBTRACTION 

. ·MATH BINGO 

ADDITION 

MULTIPLICATION 

PIN BALL (Math) 

ROULETTE 

RING TOSS 

MATH TIC TAC TOE 

DOMINO (Math) 

THE DONKEY (Multiplication card game) 

(Reading and Math. board game) 

1. one made of card board and the other of wood. In addition, 
t:he game has been adapted to the Sierra and the Coastal regions 
of Ecuadot". 

I 
I • 



.. 

17 •. EL MERCADO MARKET 

18. FERIA . FERIA 
" . 

19~ BARRIO GHETTO 

. 20. J,A COMIDA FOOD "' 

21. . ·JlJEGO DE LA EDUCACION· . EDUCATION GAME · . ' 
22. JUEGO DE LA COMUNIDAD 

Y PLANIFICACION . PI,.ANNING GAME 

23. 40 DE LETRAS 40 OF LETTERS 

24. VEINTIUNA (21) TWENTY-ONE 

25 . CARTAS DE NUTRICION NUTRITION CARD GAME 
I . 26.· FUTBOL SOCCER DE MATEMATICAS . MATH 'soCCER 

27. PARQUET PARQUET 

28. PALABRAS REVUELTAS WORD SCRAMBLE 

. . 29. QUINA DE PALABRAS WORD BINGO . 

30. LOTERIA . LOTTERY· 

3L FLIP .FLIP 

32. 
. 

OCHO'S EIGHT'S 

33. JUEGO DE FRASES PHRASE GAME 

34. TERRENOS · . LAND 

. 

.... 
• . . . 



TYPE: 

1. Fluency 

2. Expressive 

3. Simulation 

L HACIENDA (two types 3 

2. COPERATIVA · 3 

3. EL ROBO .3 

i.. CONCENTRACION 1 

5. NAIPES DE SILABAS 1 

6. NAIPES DE SILABAS 1 

7. DADOS DE LETRAS 1 

s.- DADOS DE NUMEROS 1 

a. SUMA 

b. MULTIPLICACION 1 

.. DIVISION 1 -. 
d. REST A 1 

9. QUI NA 

SUMA J. 
a. 

b. MULTIPLICACION 1 

10. PIN BALL 1 

11. RULETA 1 

12. ARGOLLAS 1 

13. TRES EN CALLE 1 

14. DOMINO 1 

15. EL BURRO 1 

16. EL CHULO ' . 1 . . 

17 EL MERCADO 1 - -

-·--·--· --- --····-- ·- ---·--····· - ----~-~ - ------. -----~ --- --- -- -
LABORATORY FIELD- DEGREE OF . USE USED USED 

(Pilot-tested) TESTED 
a · . 

1. never used BY BY 

Short-Tetm Multi- 2~ some FACILI- ADUL'r 

Testing Process Community 3~ frequently 
TATOR EDUCATION 

used 

yes yes 3 yes yes 

yes no 2 no no 

yes no 2 yes no 

yes yes 2 yes no 

yes yes 3 yes yes 

; 

. yes yes 3 yes yes 

yes yes 3 yes yes 

yes yes 3 ' 
yes yes 

yes yes 2 yes _ yes 

yes no 2 no yes 

yes yes 3 yes yes 

'. 

yes yes 3 yes yes 

yes yes 3 yes · yes 

yes yes 2 yes no 

yes no 2· yes no 

yes . yes 2 yes no 

yes no 2 no no 

yes yes 2 yes no 

.. 
no yes 2 yes no 

yes no 2 yes no 

yes yes 3 yes yes_ 

no community (Sierra/Costal) has used game 
communities (Sierra/Costal) have used game three to 
six times in the last six months (Oct.'73-Mr. '74) 

communities (SIERRA/Costa!) have used game at least 
more thnn seven times in the last six months (Oct.'73-
Mr. '71,) 



.' . 1. F.luency . (Pilot-tested). TESTED 1. never used BY BY 
. . 

2. Expressive Short-Term Multi- 2. some FACILI- ADULT 
I 

3. Simulation 
. . TATOR 

Testing Process Community 3. frequently EDUCATIO~ 
.. used 

18. FERIA 3 yes .. "no 1 no ·no 

19. BARRIO 3 no no 1 no no 

20. LA COM IDA 3 nq no 1 no no 

21. JUEGO DE LA 3 n<> no 1 no no 

EDUCACION 

22. JUEGO DE LA " 

COMUNIDAD Y 3 no no 1 no no 

PLANIFICACION . 

23. 4J DE LETRAS 1 ves no 1 no no 

24. VEINTIUNA (21) 1 no no 1 no no 

25. CARTAS DE 
NUTRICION 

3 yes no 1 no no 

2r FUTBOL SOCCER 
DE MATEMATICAS 1 no no 1 no no 

27. PARQUET 1 yes no 1 no no 

28. PALABRAS REVUELTAS 1 . yes no 1-2. no· no 

29. QUINA DR PALABRAS 1 yes yes 1 yes no 

30. LOTER IA 1 no no . 1 no no 

31. FLIP 1 no no 1 no no 

32. OCHO'S 1 no no 1 no no 

33. JUEGO DE FRASES 1 no no 1 no .no 

34. TERRENOS 1 yes no 1 no no 

OTHER: EXPRESSIVE TECHNIQUES · 
I 

Ashton-Warner Dialogue 
2 yes yes 3 yes no . 

Cellos•de Caucho 2 2 
(Rubber Stamps) 

: yes no no no · 

. ., 

Mini-Posters 2 I yes yes 2 no yes 



·3, Given the information on. the .Master List of Games the writer 

spent. a week in the field visiting sites where games were being 

used. The following schools and project sites were visited: 

. Quito: Colegio Oscus, Adult Education pr·ogram 20 students 

. / 

(14 to 58 yrs.) observed students playing Dados de 

·Silabas (Syllable Cards). 

Colegio 6 de Diciembre, Adult Education program, 

16 students (~2 to 48 yrs.), observed students playing 
. / . 

Quina de Multiplicacion (Bingo) and parttcipating in a 

socio-drama based on the fotonovelas of the project • 

. Field 
Sites: Colonche (Coastal area of Ecuador), visited the village 

of San Pedro with Enrique Tasiguano, a project field 

coordinator, who conducted a training workshop with the 

facilitators of the area; over 25 facilitators partici

pated ranging in age from 15 years to over 40 years. . 

During the two day workshop the writer observed Quina, 

Mercado, Naipes de S{labas, Dados .de N~meros (Number 

/ 
·Dice) Dados de Letras, and Concentracion played by 

the participants in groups of five or six. 

Co"iumbe (a Sierra area of Ecuador) , visited the village 

. of San Martin while the Feria Educativa (Educational 

. Fair, an experimental component of the project) was 

visiting the village under the coordination of Carlos 

Moreno, a project field coordinator; over 150 campesinos 

from the village participated in the fair. Observed 

' 
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groups of campesinos playing Quina, Dados· de Letras, 

Naipes de Silabas and Naipes de -Letras for over two 

hours. 

4. The fourth step after a week of visits in the field~ the 

·writer concentrated in operationalizing ·the six criteria · 

(specified in Technical Note #1 of the project) as to what the 

/ gaming materials should have as desired attributes. In addi

tion to the six criteria (1) cheap, (2) easily produced, (3) 

motivating, (4) self-explanatory, (5) inunediately ·relevant, 

(6) self-generating~ two more were added: the seventh proposed 

by Professor· Ward in his report (7) induces desirable human 1 

'development, and the eighth proposed by Alberto Ochoa, (8) mater- 'J 
. ials are culturall~ based. The writer read the documents of the 

project that attempted to operationalize each of the first six 

criteria (Let Jorge Do It: An Approach to Rural Non-Formal 

Education by James .Hoxeng and Technical Note Ill) and ·proceeded 

.. to operationalize the meaning of each criteria with the assist-

.ance :· of the p·roject staff. The eight criteria ~re operatio·nal-

ized as follows : . 

I 
, . . 



.. 
Desired Attributes for Gaming Materials Criteria 

1. CHEAP: . Mate.rial cost of game is within the economic reach of 
its pa:i;ticipants; the cost should ·be: 

l•· Within the budget of a campesino ·family 

2. Less than the cost of its commercial equivalent 

3 • . Less than 24 sucres (approx. $1.00 U.S.) 

2. EAS;ILY REPRODUCIBLE: Game "material'' should be accessible in 
; · the .local communities of its participants and should be: 
1 1. Available to the· participants 

·2. Constructable by the participants themselves 

3. Durable and attractive to participants 

3. MOTIVATING*: Game, in order to stimulate participant and pro-
v0ke interaction, should: 

1. Be fun in order to provide interest and participantion 

2. Be an active process 

3. Enable the participant to take risks 

4.. ·Provide confidence in using skills taught by the game 

5. Be non-compulsory about its use 

6~ Not depend on . external re•,.,rards 

*Concept proved to be ambig1ous, and the ·term interaction -, 
: has been used to me.an motivation • 

. 4. IMMEDIATE RELEVANCE: Game appeals to the participants by relating 
its activities to their everyday life endeavors, whether 
participants have had schooling or not, and by· providing 
that: . 

"1. The rules of the game be flexible enabling the participant , 
to redefine the rules. 

2.· ·The game objectives (cognitive and 'affective) have a 
direct applicability to the problems of the participants. 

3. The game has a s.hort term cognitive impact on the part-. 
icipant. 

,f. 5. SELF EXPLANATORY: Game is able to be played with minimal ex
planation and provides the feasibility of: 

·'· 1. Being self directed 

'l 2. Requiring little in the wa_y of literacy skills · 
I 

6. SELF-GENERATING: Game is. not the final form, rather it pro ..... 
vides the participants the input necessary for them to: 



I 

1. Redesign game to meet their needs 

2. Design their own rules 

3. Adapt game around their social .environment 

7. CULTURALLY BASED: To be related to the lives and experiences of 

8 • . 

I r .ural people in Ecuador; games reflect (where approp
riate) the: 

1. Diei of the population (nutrition, health, ·foods, ••• ) 

Ii. 2~ · Dress of the population 

3. Language of the population (verbal, non-verbal, visual) 
.1 4. Ethics (value structure) of the population 

5. Social network and relationshi~s of the .population 

INDUCES DESIRABLE Hln-iAN DEVELOPMENT: Participants of the game 
through their involvement and interaction, develop 
skills that produce: 

Attitude change: . increased 
1) Self esteem '? 
2) Belief in capability for learning 
3) Awareness of social contradictions 

Social Behavior: increased 
4) Verbal aggressiveness 

· 5) Peer confidence 
6) Group action 
7) Self dependence 

Skill Development: increased 
· 8) Li.teracy 
9) ·Numeracy 

10) Ability to negotiate with authorities (survival skill) . 
11) Ability to assess information 

The Spanish transla~ions of the eight operationalized criteria is 
found in ·. Appendix. 2. 

5. Based on the .criteria of the Master List of Games, the writer and 

project staff selected the top 17 games for a .close study. Only 

17 games met the crieria of frequently used or somewhat used. 

6." Having selected the top 17 games used by the project, the writer 

developed a chart in a grid format ·that includes the 17 games 

vertically and the eight criteria horizontally. The writer then 

asked each staff member (Barriga, Tasiguano, Alcocer, Smith, Andrade, 



B9rja, Pasmino, Moreno), to assess each of the 17 games according to 

each of the eight criteria through the use of the grid and the Desired 

Attributes .for Gaming Materials Criteria; each project staff member 

indicated their perceptions as to the degree to which each game met 

each criteria. (See Appendix 3 for assessments.) 
I. 
I 

.7. The writer then p.roceeded to collect informa.tion from cost-accounting 

f 1 
:/ 

records to derive a cost .survey of the project gaming materials. the 

cost survey looked at the cost of producing each game individually 

(by-hand) and commercially (professionally produced). See Findings 

of Survey, Cost Survey Table. 

8. Because of differences in staff opinion revealed by the individual 

assessment of games, the project staff recommended that the whole 

staff as a group discuss their assessment of the top 17 games 

and . came to a consensus fot each subcriteria within each of the 

.eight criteria. In order for the staff to assess each subcriteria and 

come to a consensus a scale. was developed: 

. 0 ••.••• . ~ ~ .••••• .••• . • •••• 1 ••••••••••••••••.•••• 2 ••••••••• ~ ••••••••••• 3 . 

Does not meet 
criteria/no 
satisface la 
criteria 

Meets criteria 
very little/sat
isface .la crit
eria muy poco 

Meets criteri-a 
to some extent/ 
satisf ace la 
criteria 

·Meets criteria 
very much/sat·
isface la crit
eria bastante 

The staff proceeded to assess each game based on the Desired Attributes 

of the Gaming Materials in a period of two days. (See Findings. of 

·survey for Table representing results of procedure 8.) 

9. In order to do a more thprough survey of the materials, an evaluation 
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form was d~veloped. The · form take·s: into account. the following areas 

for describing the games: type of material'· descriptive character.:. 

is tics, conditions for .the use of · the game, goal and major concepts 

taught by the game, learning outcomes· (cognitive and affective levels), 

degree of use .within the project, conditions ·of learning based on 

Gagne, . instructional·mode of materials, criteria of materials (de

sirable attributes), and conunents and reconnnendations of the game. 

What follows is the format of the evaluation form and an operational~ 

ized description of each area: 

.. 

' 



*** 

l. cHUJ.111_, '-'-'.1. --

Ecuador Project 

fatcrial: NAME OF GAME 

Type: (1) Simulation, (2) Fluency, (3) Expressive 

Descriptive Characteristics: 

. . . . f 
(1) Des'cription of game 

(2) Procedures to play game 

/ 
I 
I . i 

• ! 

Conditions for the use of the material: 

' a. Setting: Facility specified ( Indoor, Outdoor, or both ) 

b. Region/Cultural Group: In Urban, Costal, or .dual setting . 
c. Age Group: Range of age group that can use the game 

*** d. How it has been used: (1) Didactic, (2) Heuristic, (3) Philetic [ SEE APPENDIX 'l ] 

Goal of Game: 

Game was designed to do what? 

Major Concepts of Game: 

What ar~ the major concepts "taught" by the game? To have the participants 
internalize what? 

Learning Outcomes: 

a. Cognitive: What a:re the cognitive levels of the game: 

Knowledge, Comprehension, Application, Analysis, Synthesis, Evaluation 
· [ SEE APPENDIX5 for tool to determine levels, as based on 

· Krathwohl, Bloom, Masia.] · 

b. Affective: What are the affective levels of the game? 
Receiving, Responding, Valueing, Organizing, Characterization 
[ SEE APPENDIX 5 for tool to determine levels. J . . . 

What is necessary for game to be: 

a·. Introduced: How does the game get . started? 

b. Played: How many participants are needed to play? 

c. Conditions(in order to be played): Environment, lighting conditions, etc. 

Degree of Use: 

(1) Never used, (2) Used somewhat, (3) Frequently used. 

*** SEE APPENDIX for operationalized definition of each c·ategory. 

' 



**., lnditioris of Learning: a. Signal learning 
b. Stimulus-Response learning 
c. Chaining 
d. Verbal Association 
e. Discrimination learning 

. f. Concept learning 
g. Rule learning 
b. Problem Solving 

Based on Gagne's eight types of · 
learning • . The purpose of this 
category is to find the types 
of learning that are emphasized 
by each game . 
[SEE APPENDIX 6 for Gagne's 
definition of each of .the eight 
types of learning.] ' 

***Facilitator/Teacher ( F/T ) Instructional Form/Mode: (under comments) 

1. Predominance of F/T to Participant Instruction 

2. Predominance of Material to Participant Instruction 

3. Predominance of F/T and Participant Interaction and Dialogue 

4. Predominance of Participant .to Participant Interaction and Dialogue 

5. Predominance of Participant to Material Interaction and Dialogue 

Comments: 

1 Based on the mode of 
· instruction of the game. 

The purpose of this heading is to determine 
the mode of instruction of each game. 
[SEE APPENDIX 7 for an operational definition ·of 
each category.] 

Criteria of Materials (Desired Attributes): 

1. Cheap: Mode of production hand-made vs. commercial, and the cost of the game. 

2. Easily Reproducible: What is required to produce the game? 

3. Notivating: Type of interaction, degree of involvement, is it stimulating, fun, 
re-played, etc. 

· 4. Self Ex'planatory: Is it self-directed, needs no introduction, etc.? 

5~ Self Generating: Can it be adapted to different settings and are the rules 
. flexible to meet the style of play of the participants? 

6. Immediate Relevance: Applicability in need, environment, skills. 

7. Culturally Based: Does it take into consideration the life styles and experiences 
of the Ecuadorean campesino? 

8. Induces Desirable Human Development: What growth (cognitive and affective) is due 
to . the game, e.g., attitude, social behavior, skill development? 

Comments: 

' Changes needed (possible variations): 

Quest:i,ons to be answered: In reference to the game: Skill level 

Po~sible future ( how the game might be used )J 

Rccommcdations: 
,· .. 

.. 

Desired attributes 
Instructional mode · 
Learning outcomes 
Cultural implications, etc. 
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·. The writer then took the top eight games as determined by 

the ·. project staff as the most. f~equently used (see Master 

Lis.t of Games) and procee~ed. to complete .the evaluation from 

·. r- ' · ~or each _ of t~e top eight games: Hacienda, Naipes de Letras., 

Quina 4e Suma y Multiplicacion, Concentracion, and Dados 

I 
de Numeros. See Findings of Survey for . the complete eval-
' . ! . 

1\iation form of each of the eight games • 
. I 

I 

10.. The last procedure consisted of interviewing staff members 

through informal discussions about the use of . the games. 

(See Co~ents and Questions to be Answered) • 

... 
. ·, 

' . ; . 

•. 

' · 
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FINDINGS OF SURVEY 

· The suryey ·of the learning materials was bas.ed on field observations, 

project documents and reports, ·conversation with campesinos in the 

Sierra and on the Coast of Ecuador, and from extended discussions with 

the Ecuadorian staff. 

A. Master List· of Games 

Based on step 1 and 2, (p~ 11) the master list of games indicates 

the following facts about the games: 

. -,1. 7 of the 34. games have been widely and frequently used 

by the project: Hacienda, Naipes de Letras ·, Naipes de 

Silabas, Dados de Letras, Dados de Numeros, Quina, and Me 

Mercado. 

2. An additional 10 of the 34 games have had some .use by the 

· project: Coperativa, Robo, Concentration,·Pinball, 

Ruleta, Argollas, Tres en Calle~ Domino, El Burro, and El 

· Chula. 

3. · . 7 of the 17 games not used by the proj'ect have been pilot-

tested; and one was used by a facilitato.t ·in the Sierra. 

4~ 14 of the· 17 games frequently used or .having had some use, 

have been utiiized by the facilitators of the project; 

while 7 of the same 17 games have been utilized by teachers 

of the Ministry of Adult Education. 

f 
had large.._~cal~__:.eproduction through 

Recursos Didacticos (SENARED) are: 

The games that have 

Servicio Nacional de 

. -



Number of Co_2ies 

ll12. 1974 . 

HACIENDA 200 500 

NAIPES DE SILABAS 500 1000 

NAIPES DE LETRAS 500 1000 . 

DADOS DE LETRAS 500 1000 

MERCADO 500 1000 

QUINA DE SUMA Y MULTIPLICACION 500 1000 

None of the games used and reproduced by the Ministry of Adult 

Education have been sold. 

5. Within the top 17 games, 16 have bee~ pilot tested; and 12 

games field tested in a number of communities. 

6. With the top 17 games 14 are fluency games and . 3 simulation 

games. 

B. · Cost , of Games Survey 

A survey of the . cost ·of the games was made from project production 

records and from the Ministry of Adult Education proposed cost to 

produce various games. The ·survey looks at all the. 34 games devel-
. . 

oped by the project, with the top 17 games having a more accurate 

cost given . for their production. Each game is considered in regard\ 

to its cost if produced individually (by-hand) and commercially. It 

should be taken into account that there has been a very substantial 

increase in cost of living in Ecuador since 1972 and that has . 

influenced the production cost of materials. What follows is a cost 

survey of the game materials: 



.COST SURVEY OF THE ECUADOR GAMING MATERIALS** 

--
1 ~ · HACIENDA ·---
2. COPERATIVA 

3.EL ROBO 

4. CONCENTRACION 

5.NAIPES DE LETRAS 

6.NAIPES DE SILABAS 
...--

7.DADOS DE LETRAS 

8.DADOS DE NUMEROS 

: a. SUMA 

b. MULTIPLICACION 

c. DIVISION 

d. REST A 

9. QUINA 

a. SUMA 

b. MULTIPLICACION 

1 O.PIN BALL 

1 i,RULETA 

1 2.ARGOLLAS 

1 3. TRES EN CALLE 

1 4. DOMINO 

1 5. EL BURRO 

1 6,EL CllULO 

1 7.EL MERCADO 

Currency exchange: ~4.75 sucres = $1.00 dollar 
(Ma!ch 1974 base) 

Individually Prod~c~d 

(based on 1973 figures) 

160 Suer.es Cs/.) 

. 50 Sf. 

30 Sf. 

20 Sf. 

·15 Sf. 

15 Sf. 

15 S/. 

30 S/. 

30 S/. 

30 s/. 
. 

30 Sf. 

30 S/. . . 

30 S/. 

160S/. 

60 S/. 
-

I so S/. 

10 S/. 

20 S/. 

15 S/. 

; 15 S/. 
I 

I 30 SI. 

: 

Commercially Produced 
order of 1000 

(based on 1974 figures) 

200 S/. (wood) 

80 Sf. 

10 s/. 

15 S/. 

15 S/. 
... 

15 S/ • . 

30 S/. 

30 S/. 

30 S/. 

30 S/. 

30 · S/. 

30 S/ • 

30 S/. 

lOOS/. 

SOS/. 

40 S/.. 

6 s/. 

15 S/. 

lO·S/. 

20 S/. 

25 S/. 
.. 

** Cost per game, individually or commercially produced, taken from project 
cost expenditures records and from the Ecuadorean Ministry of Education 
proposed budg~t to reproduce games commercially. 



Individually Produced 

(based on 1973 figures) 

• . • • • . ,, ... !.,. ~:.~• .. ::. ' " *~ - · 

1 8. 

1 9. 

2 o. 

2 1. 

2 2. 

2 3. 

2 4. 

2 5. 

2 6. 

7. 

8. 

. 2 9 • 

3 o .. 

1. 

3 2. 

3 

3 

3. 

4. 
-

FERIA 

BARRI.O 

LA COMIDA 

JUEGO DE LA 
EDUCACION 

JUEGO DE LA 
COMUNIDAD Y 
PLANIFICACION 

40 DE LETRAS 

VEINTIUNA (21) 

~ARTAS DE 
NUTRICION 

FUTBOL SOCCER 
DE MATEMATICAS · 

PARQUET 

PALA BRAS REVUELTAS 

QUINA DE PALABRAS 

LOTER IA 

FLIP 

OCHO'S 

.JUEGO DE FRASES 

TERRENOS 

. . 

.. 50 S/. (estimate) 

30 st~· (estimate) 

50 S/. 

10 S/. 

. 
150S/. (estimate) 

. !SS/. 

15S/. 

, . 
30S/. 

50S/. (estimate) · 

30 S/. (estimate) 

10 S/. 
' · 

20 S/. 

30 S/. 

15 S/. (estimat e) 

10 S/. (estimate) 
---~-· 

25 S/. (estimate) 
-

30 S/. (estimate) ' 

Commercially Produced 
Order of 1000 

(based on 1974 figures) 

80 S/. (estimate) 

70 Sf ;(estimate) 

80 .S/ . . 

15 -,.,st •. 

100 S/. (estimate) 

15 S/ • 

15 :S/ . . 
' 

25 S/. 

100 S/. (estimate) 

50 . Sf .(estimate) 

20 ·{sl. 

30 S/. 

70 S/. (estimate) 

15 S/.(estimate) 

10 Sf .(estimate) 

20 S/.(estimate) 

50 S/. (estimate) 

~- ·- · 



Based on the initial.project criter.ia for the ideal cost of each 

material, whiCh is less than 24 sucres, the following games met the \ 

criteria: 

1. In the top 17 games, only 8 games meet the criteria if they 

are individually produced; with 9 meeting the criteria if 

conunercially produced. 

2. Overall, only 16 of the 34 meet the criteria if they are 

individually produced; with 17 meeting the criteria if 

commercially produced·. 

3. , If one raises the criteria to 30 sucres for the ideal cost 

of each game, the project games have greater success in · 

meeting the criteria: 

a. 12 of the top 17 games meet the criteria if individually 

produced;. with 12 of 17 games meeting the criteria if . 

commrnercially produced. 

b. 25 of 34 games meet the criteria if individually 

produced; with 26 of 34 games meeting the criteria if 

c.OIIlJJl.ercially produced. 

4. A summary of the above is expressed in th.e following table: 

PERCEllTAGE OF GA."1ES MEETING IDEAL COST 

TOP 17 GAMES ,- OVERALL 34 GAMES 

GAMES If Cost is If Cost is 
. PRODUCED ·• - 24Ls [ 30/s 24/s 30/s 

Individually 47% 

J 
71% 45% 68% 

Connnercially 53% 71% 50% 70% 

Significant difference is seen if the ideal cost of the game is increased 

to 30/sucres for both individually and connnercially produced games in the 
I 

top 17 games and in the overall description for the 34 games. 



C • . Desired Attributes of the Gaming Materials Survey 

The.findings of the desired attributes of the gaming materials are 

based on steps 4, 5, .6, and 8 of the Procedures of Gaming Materials 

. Survey. Step 4 provides th~ operationalized criteria for the desired 

attributes of: (1) che.ap, (2) easily reproducible, (3) mptivating, 

(4) immediate relevance, (5) self-..explanatory, (6) self-generating, 

(7) culturally-based, and (8) .induces desirable human developemnt. 

Step 5 is based on the Master List of Games which provided the top 

17 games for the survey to focus on. Step 6 asked each Ecuadorian 

staff member familiar with the top 17 games to indicate the criteria 

not met by each. game as based on the operationalized desired atributes 

:. criteria. The evaluation form for each of the eight staff member's 
I 

I 
I 

assessment survey showed differences of opinion as to what criteria 

was not met by each game; step 6 served to acquaint the staff members 

with the criteria and allowed them to state their .own personal opinion 

based on their knowledge and involvement with each game. . Step 8 re-

quired · the staff (s;tx) to work as a group and to come . to a consensus 

for each of the eight criteria .for each game. 

In order to .be more precise, a value scale was constructed ~o serve as 

a means by which to assess each sub-criteria within each of the eight 

criteria (refer to s .tep 4 of Procedures of Gaming Material Survey·. The 

scale used was the following: 

o ................. ·~1· •.•.••.• ·•· •.•••.•••.. 2 .•.•.••••.••••••.••.• 3 

Does not meet 
criteria/no 
satisface la 
criteria 

Meet criteria 
very 1i ttle/ 
satisf ace la 
criteria muy 
po co 

Meets criteria 
to some extent/ 
satisf ace la 
criteria 

Meets criteria 
very much/sat
isface la crit
eria bastante 
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In a period of two days and based on the Operationalized Criteria of 

the Desired Attributes and scale the staff came to a consensus 

on the following 33 sub-criteria within the eight desirable attributes 

for the materials for the top 17 games. The following chart describes 

the results and should be read as .follows, e.g. under cheap, the numbers 

1,2, and 3 refer to the operationalized criteria for cheap; beginning 

with Hacienda, the staff concluded that it does not meet' the criteria 

(1) that Hacienda is within the budget of a campesino fami1y, that 

it meets the criteria (2) that it is less than the com~ercial cost ·of 

' 
the game, and .that it does not meet the criteria (3) that it is .less 

' 
' 

than 24 sucres. 

I· 
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ALUE SCALE: · 0 ...••.•••.•••••• ~ •• 1· ••..•...••.•.•••. 2 ..•.•••••.. • ,. •..•••• 3 
Does Not Heets Criteria Meets Criteria Meets Criteria 
Meet Criteria Very Little to Some Extent Very Much 

Criteria 
CHEAP EASILY REPRODUCED MOTIVATING IMMEDIATE RELEVANCE 

Sub-criteria l 2 3 1 2 31 1 2 3 4 s 2 6 1 2 3 
' 

.CIEXDA ," 
2 0 2 0 1 1 2 3* 3* 3* 2-3 . 21, 31, 3* 3* 2 

'PERATIVA 
0 2 0 1 1 2 1 2 2 1-2 1 2 2 2 1-2 1 

.. ROBO 
2 2 2 1 1 2 2 3* 2 2* 1 2 3 0 1-2 1 

: ~CENTRACION 
3 2 3 2 · 3 2 3 3* 3,'c 0-3 1-2 31, 3 0-3 0-3 0-2 

~ 

iAIPES DE LETRAS ' 
3* 1 3* 2 2 1-2 3 3* 3~" 2 2 3 3 .2 2 3 

A.IPES DE SILABAS 
3* 1 3* 2 2 1-2 3 3* 3* 2 2 3 3 2 2 3 

1ADOS DE LETRAS 
2 1 2 2 1-2 3* 3 3 3 1 ' 2~'c 3 3 2 2* 3* 

·ADOS DE NUMEROS 
2 1 2 2 1-2 3* 2 3 3 1 2 3 2 2 2 2* 

WINA 2 1 2 2 2 1-2 3 3 3 1 1-2 3 · 2 1 2 3 
. 

PIN BALL 
0 1 0 1 1 2 3 2 1 1 1 3 2 . 1 . 1 1 

RULEJ'A 
0 1 0 1 1 3 3 2-3 1 l 1 3 2 1 1 1 

ARGOLLAS 
1 1 1 1 1 2 2-3 2 .2 2-3 2 3 2 1 1 1 

TRES .EN CALLE 
3 0 3 3* 3~" 2 1 2 2 2 1 3 2 1 1 1 

DmnNo 
2 · 1 2 1 1 3 2 2 2 1 1-2 3 2 1 2 2 ,. 

-
EL BURRO 

3 1 3 1 2 1-2 2 3* 2 1 1-2 3 2 1-2 l 2 

EL CHULO 
3* 1 3 1 1 2 3 l 0-1 0-1 Q . 3 . 2 1 1 1 

EL HERCADO 
2 1 2 l 1 2 2-3 2 2 1..:2 2 3 2 2 2-3 3 

1. cl 1.ded into two categories: Durable I Attractive 
2. a~~er being introduced once 

- - - - i..1 - .... ..,.:,..._ ., ., -: ..... 1""..\"" o~ ~'h f'\::l't"'iPOt'\,..U 



~L'E SCALE: 0 .... , ................ 1 ....................... 2 ...... ~ ......... ..... 3 
Does Not Meet Heets Criteria Meets Criteria Ycets Criteria 
Criteria Very Little . to Sorr.e Extent Very ~~uch 

INDUCES DESIRABLE Hill 't!IN DEVELOPHENT 

SELF - SELF - I CULTURALLY ATTITUDE SOCIAL BEP -"VIOF ... SKILL DEVELOP',lENT ! 

I 

I 

l 

EXPLANATORY GENERATING BASED ' 
1 

1 

0 

0 

") ... 

2 

2 

1* 

3* 

3* 

2 

3 

3 

1-2 

1 

1-2 

1 

1 

3~ 

4. 

NA 

? ~ ., 
~ 1 ? 13 Ii c; 1 ? 1 [, c; r:. 

* 3* 
V.:cf;\:ll~\ 

3* 3* 2* 3* 3* 3* -·-1 1 2 2 0 3 1 3A 

; . 

1 0-1 t2 2-3 2 1 2 1 2 1 1 2 2 · 2 3 
I 

2 0-1 1-2 2 0 0 I 1-2 1 2 o · 1 0 2 2 2 
I 

3* 3* 2 0-3 0-3* 0-3* ~ 3 0-3 0-3 0 1 0-3 1 0 1 

3 0-1 1 0 0 0 
writ t1 nl-2 ~'\l 0 3* 0-1 1 0-1 1-2 i1"* fl-? >;VU'~ 

... 0-1 1 0 I 0 0 3 1-2 0-2 0 3 ~'< 0-1 1 0-1 1-2' .) 

1 n-1 1 () I () 0 3 1-2 0-2 0 3 0-1 1 0 1 

3 I 0-1 1 0 0 0 0 NA 0-2 0 3 I 0-1 0-1 0-1 1 

3 0-1 1 0 0 0 0 NA 0-2 i 0 2 
I 

0-1 0-1 0-1 I I 
I· 

3 0-1 1 0 0 0 0 NA 0-1 0 1 0~1 0-1 0-1 1 

3 0-1 1 0 0 0 0 NA I 0-1 ,, 0 1 0-1 0-1 0-1 1 

3 0-1 1 0 0 0 0 NA 
I 0-1 0 1 0-1 0-1 0-1 1 

3 0-1 1 0 0 0 0 NA 
i 0-1 0 1 0-1 b-1 0~1 1 

3 0-1 1 0 .o 0 0 NA ~ 0-1 0 1 0-1 0-1 0-1 1 

3 0-1 1 1 0 0 0 NA I 0-2 0 1 0-1 P-1 0-1 1 

3 0-1 1 1 0 0 0 NA .10 0 1 0-1 P-1 0-1 1 

2 0 2 · 2 1 1 1l/ 2 NA 0-2 0 2 0-1 '.)-1 0-1 1 
'. 

Games 1 to 4 based en spoken language and games 5 to 16 based on written language 
'. teracy skills: 1 = in need of literacy skills 

· 3 = agr e e with definition 
Information not availaole 

7 ~4 a 1n , , 
2 * 1 2 3* i* 

2 1 2 2 1-2 

1 1 0 0-1 0 

0 2 0-3 1 0-3 

1 3 0 1 0 

1 3 0 1 0 

1 3* 0 1 I 0 

1 I 0 3 1 0 

1 I 0 3* I 1 0 

1 0 3 1 I 0 

1 0 3 1 0 

1 0 3 1 0 

1 0 3 I 1 0 

1 0 3 1 0 

1 . 0 3 1 0 

1 0 3 1 0 

1 0 . 3 1 0 



In order to sununarize the degree to which each game meets the eight 

criteria, based on the information provided by the . Survey Chart, the 

following procedure was used: 

I. a scale was constructed to average the scores of the 

subcriteria into a single score in each of the eight 

main criteria. 

II. by means of this scale it was determined which of the 

top 17 games best met the eight criteria of desired 

attributes for games. 

III. by means of interviews and discussions the Ecuador staff 

selected the game(s) that met the highest degree of each 

of the 33 subcriteria. 

Procedures ~perationalized: 

I. The following scale, derived from the value scale (0---3), was used 

to determine the degree to which each game met each criteria: 

Meets Criteria Range of Value Scale 

Very Much 

Some Extent · 

Very Little 

(2.5 3.0) 

(1.5 - 2.4) 

(0 - 1.4) 

e.g. Hacienda under Motivating, was given the following values: 3,3, 

2-3, 2,3,3 a total of 16.5 points; with the 2-3 counted as 2.5 since it 

ranged between 2 and 3. The 16.5 points are divided by the number of sub

criteria under motivating (6-) _for a score of 2.75; thus, in using the 

scale, Hacienda meets the criteria very much. 

Using this scale, the following chart provides an overall general 

description as to the degree to which each game met each criteria: 



~CALE: Meets Criteria 

Very Much · 
· Some Extent 
Very Litt~e 

Criteria CHEAP EASILY 
criteria REDRODUCIBLE ~ 

l 2 

i:ENDA l.5 1.8 

:'.RAT IVA 
1.5 1.25 

iWBO 
2 1.5 

CENTRACION 2.7 2.5 

?ES DE LETRAS 2.3 2.2 

PES DE SILABAS 2.3 2.2 

) S DE LETRAS 1:7 2.4 

OS DE NUMEROS l. 7 2.2 

'.~A 1. 7 2.2 

BALJ., 0.3 1. 75 

STA 0.3 2 

OLLAS 1 · 1. 6 

::s EN CALLE 2 2 

1:11NO 1. 7 1. 75 

~ BURRO 2.3 1.6 

- CHULO· 2.3 1. 75 

. HERCAf\() 
1. 7 1.85 

Range of Points Value Scale: 0 .......•.. 1 ....••.... 2 .....••.... 3 

( 2.5 - 3.0 ) 

( 1.5 - 2.4 ) 
( 0 - 1.4 ) 

MOTIVATING SELF 

I 
A 

3 4 
EXPLAN TORY 

2.75 2.3 

1. 75 1.5 

2.1 0.8 

2.5 1.3 
. 

2.7 2.3 

2.7 2.3 

2.5 2.3 

2 .3 ' 2 

2.25 2 

l. 7 1 

1. 75 1 

2.35 1 

2 1 

1.9 1. 7 

2.1 1.5 

1.1 l 

2.1 2.5 

Does Not Very Some 
Meet Little Extent 
Criteria 

SELF 
GENERATt~G 

IMMEDIATE CULTURALLY 
N E .t.J R LEV NCE BASED 

5 6 7 

1 2 2.2 

0.5 1. 7 1. 6 

1 1.3 0.9 

2.5 2.2 1.8 

i.5 0.5 1.1 

2.5 0.5 1.i 

3 0.5 1.1 

3 0.5 0.2 

3 0.5 .0.2 . 

2.5 0.5 0.1 

3 0.5 0.1 

3 0.5 0.1 

2.25 0.5 0.1 

i 0.5 0.1 

2.25 0.8 0.2 

2 0.8 0 

1.5 1.3 1. 

Very 
Much· 

! • .... ~~ 

INDUCES DESIR.ABLE 
Hill1.i\N DEVELOP'l"'~ff 8 

AttitudeBsgcial e c.vior 8 S~l\0-1 

2 2.75 1 2 . 2 

1.3 . 2.25 l 2 l.7 

0.3 1. 75 1 I 1.5 r . _'.) 

0.8 0.5 2 0 l . ~ .l.. - · 

1.5 1 3 0 .5 

1.5 1 3 0 I . 5 

1.5 o. 75 3 0 1 . 5 

.5 0.75 0 3 l .5 

0.8 0.75 0 3 1.s 
0.5 0.75 0 3 .s 
0.5 0.75 0 3 .. 5 

0;5 0.75 0 3 ~ I .s 
0.5 0.75 0 3 , 5 

0.5 0.75 0 3 
j 

l .s 

0.8 0.75 0 3 l .s 
1-

0.3 0.75 0 3 I .s 
1 ~ 75 0 3 

,-
I . 5 

-



The· following chart provides the percentage of games that met the various . 

iev~ls of the scale for each of the eight criteria. The eighth criteria 

is divided into 5 parts because of its content. 

I 

./ 
I 

Scale Level 

Meets Criteria 

Very Much (2.5-3.0) 

Some Extent 
(1. 5-2. 4) 

Very Little (0-1. 4) 

Scale Level . 

Meets Criteria 

Very Much (2.S-3.0) 

Some Extent 
(1. 5-2. 4) 

Very Little (0-1. 4) 

% OF THE TOP 7 GAMES THAT MET THE 

VARIOUS LEVELS O:F THE SCALE 

~~c~\ -'I ~y· y~ % 
Criteria ~ ~/..~ ~ ~ 

~ ~· ~ ~ 
~ 0 (l ~ 

4 5 6 7 ' . .... ~ . 1 2 3 
. ' 

0 0 57% 14% 14% 0 0 0 14 43 

100% 100% 43 86 72 14 14 72 86 0 
. 

0 0 0 0 14 86 28 0 I 0 57 

% OF THE TOP 17 GAMES THAT MET THE . . 

VARIOUS LEVELS OF THE SCALE 8 

~~ -~ y> . 

43 0 

14 0 

43 100% 

r·------Sk_i_· l_l_D_e_v_e_l_o-pm_e_n-~ t , 
I. Q)\ 
~ ~o C 

· ~ .. 
~- ~1 y· "~ % ""~ . ~ ~ ~.... ~ .... ~ " l. y> 

Criteria ~ ~ ~ . ~0 \ 
~ .... ~ ~ '<> 

1 2 .3 4 5 6 7\ 

*6 1 16 423 16 953 00 00 00. 16 212 1059 00 

1376 1588 1271 953 529 318 318 529 212 1 6 318 212 

318 ]_6 16 741 318 1482 1482 1271 1482 1482 423 15881 

*indicates the number of games 

II. Using the Scale Chart, with LS (Some Extent) to 3.0 0/ery Much) 

as the value for considerj_ng that a game met the criteria, the number 

of criteria met by the top 17 games is as follows: 



.. . ' 
Number of Criteria · .. 
. Met ~y Game (I/ /8) 

% 
1. HACIENDA 7 87.5 

2. COJ.>ERATIVA 6 75 

3. EL ROBO · 3 37.5 

4. CONCENTRACION 6 75 

5. NAIPES·DE LETRAS 5 62.5 

6. NAIPES DE SILABAS 5 62.5 

7. DADOS DE LETRAS 5 62.5 

8. DADOS DE NUMEROS 5 62.5 

9. QUI NA 5 . I "62.5 

l;O. PIN BALL 3 37.5 
I 

il. RULETA 3 37.5 
I. 
12. ARGOLLAS 3 37.5 

13~ 'TRES EN CALLE 4 50 

14. DOMINO 5 62.5 

15. EL BURRO ~ .62.5 

16~ 'EL CHULO 3 37.5 

17-. EL .MERCADO 5 62.5 

III. Based on a two-day survey of the top 17 games, the .Ecuador staff 

~elected thegame(s).that met the highest degree of .each of the 33 

subcriteria; ' the rationale b.eing that under each subcriteria sometimes 

up to 15 games met the criteria at a level of (3) meets criteria very 

much. The following chart provides the selections ·of the staff in . 

regard to the top game that met each of the 33 subcriteria the 
I 

highest, in some cases more than one game was selected. 



. . 

Games that met the highest er . cia with the highest degree of_ application for 
of each of the 33 sub-criteria: 

-~= ------- --- -------- ·· ----- -··- ··--·· -·- ----·-- -·---·- -- ·· - -·-· - ··--- ··------
CHEAP EASILY I MOTIVATING SELF EXPLANATORY SELF IMMEDIATE -c:uiiuRALLY --INDUCE-S--DESIRABLE 

REPRODUCIBLE GENERATING RELEVANCE BASED HU}!AN DEVELOPNENT 
** -----'-----+-1t-· ~ J l 2 3 * J 2 ~ 4 5 1 2 1 . ~ 1 1 . 2 ' 3 1 2 1 . 4 <; 

/ X l1 ~ ... *: v :, ,,~ ,:.,. , , .-.v 7f.. , f ~ ;v,i~I ~ /.:•~;-)\!-' -ir . :J .. 1: . ~ I ./:\.. flrl''i'. ·11.1 -;K. / ~~ . :; I , .. ' {' . '•-" . • I 
1. HACIEKDA 

2. COPERATIVA I ; 
I '· 

3. EL ROBO 

4. CO:\CE~:TRACION 

10. PIN BALL 

13. TRES E~ CALLE 

14. Dm!INO I I I ~ l I f 

' 15. EL BURRO I I )\J I !, t ,,,..\ f I l I tl . ;q ' f 
16. EL CHULO I \ j'f i I ! l !! l 1· i I I I 
U-~EL_t_lER_o_no~~~l~l~_l~l-- ~~l_i~. l ____ l ____ I l~~~~~l--nl--...1.~i~~~' ~'~l_i-+-~'~-' ~~11~!~1. 

* Divided into two categories: DURABLE / ATTRACTIVE 

** AFTER being introduced once 

, 



D. Sequence of Gaming Materials 

Based on the project's experience and knowle~ge of the top 17 games· 

.·used by the p~oject and the Ecuadorean Ministry of Adult Education, the 

. staff was asked which games could be used to introduce basic literacy 

and numeracy skills and follow-up reinforcement to provide higher levels 

'of skill development, and what games CO\lld be recommended as prerequisites 

to others. The· answer 'to these· questions were: 

Literacy Skills: Basic 

VI 

Complex 

Numeracy. Skills: Basic 

. "' Complex 

Attitude and Social 
Behavior: 
·c to pr:ovide .belief in 
capability for learning; 
awareness, peer confidence, 
group cooperation, etc.) 

Letter Rummy (Naipes de Letras) 

Letter Dice (Dados de Letras) 

Syllable Rummy (Naipes de Sflabas) 

Letter Dice (Dados de Letras) 

Number Dice 

Quina (+/-) 

Pin Ball 

Roulette 

Argollas 

Tres ·en Calle 

Domino 

Quina (X/%) 

El Burro 

Mercado 

Mercado 

Robo 

Coperativa 

Hacienda 

I (Dados de Numeros) 

Basic 

1 
Complex 



E. 

Ashton-Warner O'..iteracy Method - · 
·allows learner to approach 
written culture on his own 
terms): 

Basic: .. 

Complex: 

Argoll~s . 

· Mercado 

El Robo 

" Coperativa: 

Hacienda . 

Burro 

·Dados de Letras 

" . Concen tracion 

Naipes de Letras 

Naipes de Sflabas 
I . 

The sequence · of the above gaming materials provide only a project 

I 
/ opinion as to how· the .17 top games can be used to facilitate, re~n..-. \ 

~orce, and enhance literacy, numeracy and social skills. 

Evaluation Form Survey of the Top 8 Games. ·. 

The follow;!.ng eight games were surveyed using the evaluation form for . 

the ' gam:i'ng ·materialip .. 

.. 



GAMING HATE.RIALS 
ECUADOR PROJECT 

.ti1 

Material ·: HACIENDA (JUEGO DE LA VIDA) 

~: Simulation 

Des~riptive Characteristics: 

The Hacienda simulation has two variations: (1) a prototype of a monopoly board; 
(2) containing the· elements of the monopoly board, but taking a form that is identifi
able with the Sierra. Hacienda is a board game, modeled on Monopoly, .whic~ seeks to\ · 

d i·nsti'tuti'ons in the life of campesinos in rural reflect ~any of the situations an 
Ecuador. Its intent is to_ clarify the life situation of it~ part~cipants through 
discussion of problems and their possible solutions. The s~mulation offers the. 
participant a chance to portray the officials of his comm~nity. The Hacendado_ is 

h by a roll of · the dice. At the beginning a lawyer ~s chosen--the only player 
c osen . "l 1 tions" (See who knows the rules; other players seek his advice on ega ques • 
Technical Note #3 for a comprehe~sive description of Hacienda.) 

Conditions for the use of the material: 

a. Setting: Indoo~ and Outdoor 
' ' I 

~. Region/Cul~ural Gro~p: Sierra 
I • 

i c. Age Group: Designed for rural adults (12 to 60+ years). 
i 

d. Ho~ it has been used: Heuris~ic and Philetic (Facilitates learriing and is 
experienced based) 

Goal of Game: 

To simulate the economic and social realities of the Ecuadorian Sierra and to 
involve the participants in dialogue as ·to the proble~s present~d by th~ simulation. 

-Major Concepts ~f da~e: 

Simulates life's social controh and social-in~titutional (Hacienda) power. · 
- Community economic life style varies a~cording to social positions. · . 
- Authority and power are determined by those who contrbl the means of production & wealt~ 
- Individual attitude towards himself can either perpetuate being taken advantage of 

or take action against being. 
- The agrarian reform and improvement of land. · 

Learning Outcomes: 

a. Cognitive: 

b. Affective·-: 

Knowledge, Comprehension, Application, Analysis, Synthesis: 
recognizes community roles, . acquires information, represents life 
roles, · gives own opinion, distingtiishes roles and game activities, 
explains actions, dialogties regarding life problems, chooses situ
ations, analyzes choices and decisions, discriminates among choices, 
deducts game actions & a~tivities, compares choices & decisions made, 
plans strategy, modifies game, organizes participants. 
Receiving, Responding, Valuing: volunteers to participate, discusses 
gam~, spends time participating, supports others in game decisions & 
choices, argues in negotiations, expresses his decisions and viewpoint 
discusses life discrepancies--what is and should be. 



What is necessary for game to be: 

a. Introduced: A participant to assume the role of lawyer (the only person who 
knows the rules of the game) 

b. Played: 5 to 15 participants, game board and cards 

c, Conditions (in order to be played)~ . adequate facility and light, 2 to .10 
hours of time, and a relaxed environment 

Degree of Use: 

Very frequently (3) 

Conditions of Learning: a. Signal learning 
b. Stimulus-Response learning 
c. Chaining 
d. Verbal Association 

© 
g. 

CD 

Discrimination learning 
Concept learning 
Rule learning 
Problem Solving 

Facilitator/Teacher (F/T) Instructional Form/Mode: 

1. Predominance of F/T to Participant Instruction 

2. Predominance of Material to Participant Instruction 

3. Predominance of F/T and Participant Interaction and Dialogue 

4. Predominance of Participant to Participant Interaction and Dialogue 

(}) Predominance of Participant to Material Interaction and Dialogue 

Comments: 

"With this game they react to their own lives, and when they play, they say 
this is what happens to us in life.'' (Tech. Note #3, p. 13-14) 

Criteria of Mat erials (Desired Attributes): 

1 · Che · Estimated cost 150 sucres (office production), commercially (wooden) ' ap. 
at 200 sucres, more durable. 

2. Easily Reproducible: Paper materials (game board, paper money) difficult to 
construct, given the necessary materials. 

3. Motivating: Participants determine "way the game is pJ:ayed." 
even the lawyer, are entertained and find things 
It promotes cooperation because the players loan 
other." 

I 

"The players, 
to think about. 
money to each 

4. Self-Explanatory: Self-directed, simulation provides the participant the direct 
input for the implementation of the simulation; only require$ 
one person to read rules. 



I ' 

. ! 

5• Self-Generating: 

.• 

L> .i. I l l u l. , l L .1 . 

·taking th r ee style.s: (1) traditional or reality-reflecting; 
(~) mo~ernization oriented; and (3) r~le playing (~ee tech. · 
riote #3) modifications. · 

' . 
61 Immediate Relevance·: Have adapted·Hacienda to meet their own community version, 

~dapting activ~ties to refl~ct their social reality, e.g., 

. ·1,i: I :, ; : ( ',1·.·,~··.• ·.}.~.::,,·; i .. ":J, : \, . 
·! ' ·i i ' 

' i . • • 

1. Culturally . Based: 

. . 

to reflect incidents whi.ch have occurred in their' ·, 

· conununit'~~~· " ; ·!(:." .·. 

Translated into Quech.ua and adapted by facilitators to 
reflect cultural values of their community and social 
institutions (Church, Teniente Pol{tico, etc.) • 

' . 

· 8. Ind~ces Desirable Human Development: It provides entertainment, a forum where 

' : I 
. : , I 

Comments: 

issues of concern are discussed, a chance to .experience the 
·connecting links between various actions and the outcomes 
which follow from them. Village conflicts can be discussed 
without confrontation; · a se.tting in which new and unfamiliar 
actions can be tried without risk, e.g. borrowing from the 
bank. 

Changes needed (possible variations): To be adapted to Costa setting : and field
tested in Costa~ 

Questions to be ans~ered: Are the values incoiporated into the game ~pplicable to 
Ecuadorean society: · rs Hacienda adaptable in a differ
ent setting, e.g., Costa? After continuous participation, 
·is there an observable behavioral change in the partici
pants? ·rs the simulation a means towards incul~ating in 

· the participants' self-awareness? · 
' Possible futute (~ow the game might be used): Can be utilized as a means · to train 

facilitator~ and teachers in: (1) grobp dynamics, (2) developing simu
lations in other areas of process learning, (3) d~velopment of games 
as a vehicle for dialogue, conceptual learning, negotiations, etc. 

Recommendations: 

Based on field testing observations and dialogue with participants a second vari
~tion has been developed and is in the process of ~eing field tested (Apr.-Sept., '74). 
Recommendations from participants have modified: game board reflecting Sierra setting, 
properties have been reduced, church squares added, community institutions increased, 
educational alternative squares added, cooperative square made mandatory, a '~ui Quiere 
Usted?" square added, reforma agraria cards now include positive and negative decisions, 
mercado has been simplified--changes benefit the participants' chances of w~nning. 

i 



{.;Jl.l'I J. IH, 1 i1 l LI\ 11\t, ~i 

ECUADOR PROJECT 

Material 2· SYLLABLE RUMMY (NAIPES DE SILABAS) 

~: Fluency Game '. 

Descriptive Characteristics: 

The game consists of 66 cards and up to 6 players can participate • 

. 1. Each player is dealt 7 cards, Remaining cards are placed face down in center of ' 
table, with one card face up beside them. 

· 2. Players see if they can make words· with all 7 cards and lay them face up on the ' 
table before ·game begins. This is called a "golpe" (coup) and other players have 
1 point counted againsi them for any cards they can ·n6t use in making words or 
adding to other players' words. 

3. If no one scores a golpe, game begins with player at dealer's left drawing a card, 
attempting to form words and discarding. Other players must check words laid on 
the table to assure their validity. 

4. Player first making words with all his cards wins. Other. players have 1 point 
against them for each card left in their hands.* 

Conditions for the use of the material: 

a, Setting: Indoor and Outdoor 

b ,. Region/Cultural Group: Urban, Rural, Costal 

d. Age Group: 10 to 60+ ·years 

I . 

d. How it has been used: Heuristic and didactic (facilitates learning and imparts 
knowledge to participant) 

.· 
Goal of Game: 

. . 
To enable the participant; to conceptl:Jalize word building . t~rough a game 

· activity. 

Major Concepts of Game: 

1. Develop~ent of w6rds (vocabulary) 
2; The formation of words (syntax and spelling) 
3. To generate ' ideas and themes implied by ihe forma~ion of vo6abulary words 

Learning Outcomes: 

a. Cognitive: 'Knowledge and Comprehension: distinguishes, identifies, provides 
own wards, rearranges syllables into words; explains words. 

b. Affective: Receiving and Responding: involvement in a recreational activity, 
social interaction with other participants, utilization of words 
in their social environment. 

ltf!i"·>t'ti' ' ';•ri,, t{N.ut "re: (1) fnrminn <'nly wol'cln, p) t11ldnr, worcln' num(!ric::il f!'1 1d ~1:d. ,-nl";~ 
, ...... 1. 1 '" ,. . ... , · 111111 r 11•11r1• . ''"'-·. ·10 1101111:0. ('n ~1111 ~ ~'\')', 11."J"t:ail1 



\'ii10L l.s 11eces s,u 1 ~ tH b '-'11 tt. LU ue: 

a. Introduced: 
·' , . . Any participant to read the basic rules of the game. 

·b. Played: 2· or more participants to generate peer learning. 

c. Condi..tioQs (in order to be played): a relaxed environment wher.e the parti
pant is encouraged to take risl< in the formation of words 

Degree of Use: 
and an adequate physical facility, good . lighting, no wind. 

Used with frequency (3) 
I. 

Conditions of Learning: · a. Signal learning 
b. Stimu1us-Response learning 
c. Chaining 

@) Verbal Association 
· ~ Di~crimination learning 
<t) Concept learning 
© Rule learning 
h. Problem Solving 

Facilitator/Teacher (F/T) Instructional Form/Mode: 

1. ~redominance of F/T to Participant Instruction 

~ Predominance of Material to Participant Instruction 

3. Predominance of F/T and Participant Interaction and Dialogue . 

4. Predominance of Participant to Participant Interaction and Dialogue · 

5. Ptedominance of Participant to Material Interaction and Dialogue 

Conunents: 

. "Game is fun and helps me to learn how to read and write while I play." 
(16 iear .old girl, Cole~i~ Oscus) 

· Criteria of Materials (Desired Attributes): 

L Cheap: 15 sucres per set (office and commercial production) 

2. Easily Reproducible: Paper · (cards) provides the necess~ry material to 
·develop . game. 

. 3. Motivating: Participants interact in dialogue while striving· to complete 
words before other participants~· 

4. Self-Explanatory: Game is self-directed and provides flexibility to change 
after minimal explanations • 

. 1 

' 



5. Self-Generating: Has been seJ1 gc 111 : (,>.1.erra, Urban setb11 t;<:; J, 
provoking discussion of the vocabulary words. 

'6. Immediate Relevance: Vocabulary of the participant is generated through 
his participation. 

7. Culturally Based: Words derived from the vocabulary and social ·environment 
of the participant. 

8. Induces Desirable Human Development: Syllable Rummy increases word building 
ability in a brief exposure period. 

Comments: 

Changes needed (possible variations): Game needs to include more complex 
operations, e.g. takihg words and 
forming sentences. 

Questions to be answered: 
1. What are its limitations? 
2. To what degree can vocabulary Le related to Freire's alphabetization approach? 
3. How many times should game be played before participants begin to increase their 
4. What type of reinforcement is necessary to apply words & vocab. learned? vocab.' 
5. Is the best reader always able to form more words? 
Possible future (how the game might be used): 

As a process in the development of vocabulary, formation of words, and as 
a means towards learning to read. 

Recommendations: 

(1) A more complex follow-up game or activity would provide a next level of (cognitive) 
learning; taking the words learned, through the process and involvement of the game, 
into a level of application (in their conversational vocabulary, life situations, and 
reading material). 

(2) The rules of the game should be changed every so often by the participants in 
order to provide more interest. 



Material: 

ECUADOR PROJECT 

EL MERCADO (rHE MARKET) 

~: Fluency 

Descriptive Characteristics: 
El Mercado is designed to provide practice in market computational skills. ·The 

game can be played almost anywhere, and teaches the existence of a range of alternatives 
in market negotiations in buying and selling. The game consists of two decks of cards: 
one consisting of money cards (65), the other representing commodities typically found 
in the market (62) and purchased by campesino families. The commodity cards contain · 
the name of the commodity, a picture of the product, the unit price, and a number of 
units which the . particular card is worth. Each player is given three cards from each 
deck which he places face up on the table in front of 11im and the top card of each deck 
is then placed face up beside it, as in rummy. Players attempt to match money and pro
duct cards. (For example, bills ·of S/.50 & S/.l can be combined with 5 aguacates @S/2.20 
and 4 meters of rope at S/.10). Players choose cards in rotation, and are not required 
to discard. Cards matched are placed face up on table for inspection by the other players. 
Player who goes out first wins. (In Tech. Note #4, p. 11-13, 3 versions of the game are 
Conditions for the use of the material: explained.) 

a. Setting: Indoor and Outdoor 

b. Region/Cultural Group: Sierra, Costa, and MOE 

c. Age Group: 8 years to 60+ years 

d. How it has been used: Didactic, Heuristic and Philetic (facilitates learning, 
impartation of knowledge to participant, and is experienced 
based). 

Goal of Game: 

To enable participants to see the relationship between products and money and the 
cost per unit value of given commodities; and to increase the ability to ·negotiate with 
sellers of needed goods. 

Major Concepts of Ga~e: 

Given "x" amount of money, "y" number of buys are possible. 
Unit measure and exchange of currency . 

- Computational skills·: addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division 
- Develop ability of many variations of money and product cost and ekchange 

Learning Outcomes: 

a, Cognitive: Knowledge, Comprehension, Application: participant distinguishes 
unit price, value of commodities; recognizes market values, repre
sents unit price with currency; explains computations, categorizes 
and classifies money value with product value; analyzes & di~cusses 
mathematical implications of the game; analyzes market values and 
unit price. 

I 

b. Affective: Receiving, Responding, Values: shares market experiences, partici
pates and responds to g~me activities, approves of participant 
interaction, volunteers to play, spends time in game exercises; 
assists others, supports participants'viewpoints, 



· Whrit is necessary for game to be: 

a. · Introduce·d: A participant to read the rules of the game. 

b. Pla:yed: 2 to 8 people, a card set, and participants having some basic 
math skills. 

c. Condition·s (in order to be played):. adequate facility and lighting, no wind. 

Degree of Use: 

Used frequently (3) 

. Conditions of Learning: a. Signal learning 
b. Stimulus-Response learning 
c, Chaining 

· d. VeFbal Association 
e. Discrimination learning 

Concept learning 
Rule learning 
Problem Solving 

Facilitator/Teacher (F/T) Instrtictibnal Form/Mode: 

1. Predominance rif F/T to Participant Instruction 

~ Predominance of Material to Participant Instruction 

3. Predominance of F/T and Participant Interaction and Dialogue · 

4. ~redominance of Patticipant to p·art"c1· t I t " do· 1 1 Fan nterac ion an ia ogue 

5. Predominance of Parti~ipant to Material Interaction and Dialogue 

Comments: 
. . The .game was interesting ·and furi .and was played for 40 minutes; the parti

cipants stated that it was hard but at the same time entertaining (San Pedro, 
in the Costa). 

· criteria of Materials (Desired Attributes): 

1. Cheap: 30 .sucres (office production), 25 sucres (commercial production for 
1000). 

2~ Easily Reproducible: ~asily made and requires paper mat~rials. 

3. Motivating: Fun, entertaining, interesting, recreational. 

4. Self-Explanatory: Minimal explanation and literacy skills; self-directed. 

' 



5. Self-Generating: The game has various variat i ons and pro vides the f lexibility 
to change values of products and cost .to reflect their .social 
setting. 

6. Immediate Relevance:· Game takes the market setting and provides participants 
with the opportunity to simulate the buying of regional 

· products and quickly compute their cost. 

7 • . Cu.l tur_ally Based: The game takes on the life reality of the campesino market 
place. 

8. Induces Des:f,rable Human Development: Has been used in formal and informal 
settings; campesinos have used the game to teach their families, e.g., 
how to be a storekeeper; it provides a conceptual picture of market 
price interaction · (buyer-seller); reinforces basic mathematical 
skills, unit price, and problem solving exercises. 

Comments: 

Changes needed (possible variations): Game 111ight include 
product cards, showing cost per unit but not the units. 

Questions to be ans~ered: 

1. Can. Market Rummy provide the initial computational skills necessary for its 
participation? · 

2. Over a long. perfod of playing the game will the operations become routinized 
and mem6~ized~ · · 

3. Do~s the ·. game d(evelop an unrea.1 attitude dpJ market transactions? 
Possible f~ure how the game might be use IJ: 

The design implementation of more difficult versions of the game: value 
of the commodity determined by participants and money available reflecting their 
real income (see Tech. Note #4). 

Recommendations: 

Market Rummy should be used with Math Bingo (addition & multiplication) .and 
Number Dice--both should be prerequisites to Market Rummy . The game is an over
simplified market simulation in that there are fixed prices in the game and not in 
the market and no wiy to m~ke change. Participants should at orie point in the game 
reflect upon the real cost of the products and discuss the value of commodities and 
their price fluctuation in the market. The game should be designed at higher levels 
of activities to include bargaining for better prices, price differences due to quality 
or quantity and price market fluctuation. 

' 
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EC.UADOR PROJECT 

Material: LETTER DICE (DADOS DE LETRAS) 

~: Fluency 

Descriptive Characteristics: 

The game consists of 11 wooden dice (66 letters) , approximately 1 1/2" on the 
side. The dice contain handwritten letters on each face. The players toss the dice 
~nd for~ ~ords from the letters showing. A~ditional blank dice are often provided to 
permit amplification, modification or copying of the game. The game has three versions: 
finding a word, building a word~ and word listing tompetition. The · most utilized •· 
version is as follows: Each player throws the 11 dice, and has three minutes to con
struct ·all the words he cari with the letters on the top faces of the dice. Letters 
may be re-used. A companion keeps score, writing down all .words which emerge. The 
easiest is to record them in columns according to the number of letters in thewords. 
At the end of the time, ·a player's score consists of 20 points for each two-letter 
word, 30 points for each three-letter word, and so on. 

Conditions for the use of the material: 

a. Setting: Indoor and Outdoor 
• I 

I 

b; Region/Cultural Group: Sierra, Costa, and· Formal Institutions, e.g., MOE, 
Vocational Schools, Primary reading classes •••• 

60+ years· c~ Age Group: 5 to 
I 

d. How it has been used: · Heuristic and Didactic (facilitates learning and 
impartation of knowl.edge to participants. 

Goal of Game: 

To enable participants to learn functional literacy skills~ . to recall 
letters and words, composition, deciphering of words and word building • 

. Maj or Concepts of Game: . 

The morphology and syntax of words 
- Writt~n culture of words 

Reading and spelling new words 
Combining letters to form ~ords 
The use of active and passive vocabulary 

Learning Outcomes: 

a. Cognitive: 

b. Affective: 

Knowledge, Comprehension, Application, Analysis: distinguishes 
syllables, recalls combination of syllables and words, acquires 
skill in forming words, provides own vocabulary words, differentiates 
betweeri syllables and words, explains meaning of words, demonstrates 
combination of syllables to form words, develops and organizes word 
formation, compares words, analyzes meaning, deduces nonsense words 
and word meaning, develops vocabulary. 
Receiving, Responding, Valuing: shares words, selects words from 
his own vocabulary, approves the participation of others, practices 
forming words, participates actively, increases vocabulary and 
applies words in conversations, assists others, supports the parti-
cipation of others. · 



What is necessary t or game to be: 

a • . 'Introduced: /'-. participant to provide the basic rules of the game. 

·b. · Played: l to 20 participants, set of blocks. 

C• Conditions (in order to be played): adequate facilities .and lighting, 
several minutes to hours of participation time. 

Degree of Use: 

Used frequently (3) 

Conditions of Learning:· a. Signal learning 
b. Stimulus-Response 

Chaining c. 
learning 

~ 
Ve~bal Association 
Discrimination learning 
Concept learning 
Rule learning 

h. Problem Solving 

Facilitator/Teacher (F/T) Instrtictional Form/Mode: 

1. ~redominance of F/T to Participant Instruction 

® Predominance of Material to Participant Instruction 

3. Predominance of F/T and Participant Interaction and Dialogue 

4. Predominance of Participant to Participant Interacti0n and Dialogue 

5. Predominance of Participant to Materia·l Interaction and Dialogue 

Comments: 

"In· a vocational school in Quito the dice are popular. . • interest is so 
high tha.t lessons cannot be reviewed once play begins." 

"Participants become excited and seem . to enjoy the game." 
"A useful activity for motivating and working with difficult students." . (teacher ' 

Criteria of Materials (Desired Attributes): 

1. Cheap: 30 sucres (office made); 30 sucres (commercially per set - professional) 

2. Easily Reproducible: Small pieces of wood (1 11 X 2") and .pen and saw; easily 
produced. 

· 3. Motivating: Participants try to discover word before the player does, active 
participation, fun-active acd.vity, ~ooperation is seen. 

I 
4. Self-Explanatory: Self directed with minimal directiops. 

I 



I . 

5. Self-Generating: Has been ad a pt ed in various forms by Ecuadorian formal 
·and non-formal institutions and by facilitators in. village 
communities·. In one community the game was modified into a 
concentration game of word building. 

6. Immediate Relevance( Provides for a means to see spoken words in a written 
form and to build an active and passive vocabulary. 

7 • . Cul tur_ally Based: Organic words are generated from the vocabulary of the 
·participants' social environment. 

8. Induces Desirable Human Uevelopment: Enables participants to build words at 
higher speed and enhance their self-confidence and their 
willingness to participate in reading and writing acti
vities. The ability to spell is also enhanced. 

. .· 

Comments: 

Changes needed (possible variations): Reduction of competitive atmosphere 
would probably enhance risk taking and in the process greater 
'participation would develop iri the game. 

Quest'ions to be answered: Can this game ·be adapted into Quechua? 
1. Is~ the frequency of letters in the die~ (vowels & consonants) adequate for 

basic word building? 
2. Is the numbe.r of dice too many or too few? 
3. Does th~ game i~ long-term use enhance p~rticipants' word building ability? 
4• Is a competitive.situation in using materials dysfurtctional? 
Possible future (how the game might be used): · 

This game is an enabler activity for the Ashton-Warner method of instruc
tion and self-expression. 

Recommendations: 

Letter Rummy should be used with Syllable Rummy, once participants demonstrate 
their ab~lity to build words. 

' 
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·ECUADOR PROJECT 

Material: LETTER RUMMY (NAIPES DE LETRAS} 

~: Fluency 

Descriptive Characteristics: 

. :i 

Letter Rummy is a simpler version of Syllable Rummy, the differente being that 
each of ~the 66 cards contain single letters. The game is designed to provide literacy 
skills. Twenty-four of the cards consist of vowels, the rest are consonants. The 
players are dealt 5 to 7. cards, the other cards are placed face down in a pile; first 
plajer draws from the deck and discards a card from his hand, second player follows. 
When a player forms a word, he places it face down and takes another turn; a player 
wins when all cards .are gone. Players total their score; scoring can be by the 
number of words each player mad.e; or by the number of letters used or the number of 
cards used; or a point system on the card--vowels having a value of 2 points, 

consonants, 1 point. 

Conditions for the use of the material: 

a. Setting: Indoor and Outdoor 

b. Region/Cultural Group: Sierra and Costa 

c. Age Group: 5 to 60+ years 

d. How it has been used: Heuristic and Didactic ( · facilitates learriing and 
impartation of knowledge to participant. 

Goal of Game: 

To. enable the participants to develop· an ability to letters · use a combination of . 
to make words and enhance their word building ability! 

· Ma] or Concepts of Game: . 

- Development of word building 
- Composit~onal structure of words (morphology and syntax) 
- Phonological structure of words (pronunciation) 
- Meaning of words · 

Learning Outcomes: 

a, Cognitive: 

b. Affective: 

Knowledge, Comprehension, Application: participant distinguishes 
l~tters.and words, recognizes words, identifies word composition, 
gives his own words, reorders words, explains meaning of words, 
chooses words, restructures his/her vocabulary, develops a combi
nation of letters. 

Receiving, Responding, Valuing: shares thoughts, accepts the 
participation of . others, volunteers participation, increases 
participation, assists others. 



What b; necE'ss~ for game to be: 

a. ·1ntroduc.ed: A participant to explain game rules and ·process. 

b. Played: 2 to 10 participants, set of cards. 

c. Conditions (in order to be played)~· adequate light and physical facility. 

Degree of Use: 

Used frequently (3) 

Conditions of Learni!!_&: a. Signal learning 
b. Stimulus-Response learning 
c. Chaining 
@) Verbal Association 
~ Discrimination learning 
(f) Concept learning 
(g) Rule learning 
h. Problem Solving 

Facilitator/Teacher (F/T) Instrtictional Form/Mode: 

1. Predominance of F/T to Participant Instruction 

~ Predominance of Material to Participant Instruction 

3. Predominance of F/T and Participant Interaction and Dialogue 

4. Predominance of Participant to Participant Interaction and Dialogue 

S. Predominance of Participant to Material Interaction and Dialogue 

Commerits: 

"The cards make it a happy way to form words that we know and to learn 
new ones from our friends as we play." (15 year old girl, San Pedro, Costa) 

Criteria of Materials (Desired Attributes): 

1. Cheap: 15 sucres per set (commercial or hand made). 

2. Easily Reproducible: Easy to reproduce or be made by anyone--needing 
minimal materials (cards, pen or crayon). 

3. Motivating: Provides interest and group participation and interaction; 
partic~pants take risks. 

I 
4. Self-Explanatory: With introduction and minimal directions the game becomes 

self-directed. 



'· ' l '· 

to be. played. 

. ' 
6. Immediate Relevance:· The game has direct applicability to participants 

life situation by .providing a new vocabulary and 

7 .. Culturally Based: 

· shprt term cognitive learning experiences•. 

The vocabulary of the· participants is generated from 
their life experiences. 

' 

8. Induces Desirable Human Development: One of the roost used game in the project-
in the MOE, Sierra and Costa. It provides for· the dis-

Comments: 

covery of words and the conceptualization of their chemistry 
(composition). Based on laboratory evaluation--in a 30 
minute period--Letter Rummy improves word building ability 
in a brief exposure period. · 

Changes needed (possible. variations): Rules can be changed to meet the learning 
ability of the participants, e.g., number 
of minimum letters in a word or number of 
cards used. • 

Questions to be answered:l.What is the long-term carry-over of what is learned? 
2. To what degree do campesinos or costefi'os gain an increased ability in manipu

lating letters and words? 
3. Are the words learned applied in their life situation (conversations, dis

cussions, etc)7 

Possible future (how the game might be used): 

As a part of "learning to read 11 exercises, enrichment,. al'.ld reinforcement. 

Recommendations: 

The game is designed for pre-literates and new literates; this game should be 
used before using Syllable Rummy. This game should vary as skills change 
(cognitive growth). 



Material: MATH BINGO (ADDITION & MULTIPLICATION) 
QUINA DE MATEMATICAS (SUMA Y MULTIPLICACION) 
Ffoency ' 

Descriptive Characteristics: 

'The game consists of two variations: (1) Addition consisting of addition 
problems from 1 + 0 to 12 + 12; and (2) Multiplication - consisting of multiplication 
problems from 1 X 1 to 9 X 9. The number of players who can participate is determined 
by t .he number · of playing cards available (each card containing a different combinatio,n 
of answers. The basic rules for both games are: (1) a participant calls out the prob
lem~ (2) the participants find the answer in their card; if found they place a seed, 
paper, etc. on .the number--not all cards contain the answer; however, an answer can 
often be repeated, e.g., 6 X 4 and 8 X 3, etc.; (3) depending on the variation of the 
game: a full card, L sh~pe; one line, or diagonal lines--once completed the player 

· calls out QUINA! (4) in order to win the player needs to call out QUINA, game stops; 
winner assumes the "caller of problems" role. 

Conditions for the use of the material: 

a. Setting: Indoor and Outdoor 

b. Region/Cultural Group: Sierra/Costa (Urban, Campo, Costa) 

c. Age Group: 5 years to 60+ years 

d. How it. has been used: Heuristic (facilitates learning) 

Goal of Game: 

To enable participants to develop fluency with numbers and adeptness with basic. 
arithmetic operations. 

Major Concepts of Game: 

- . Ability to manipulate basic addition and multiplication figures. 
Compute cost of purchases without · resorting to pencil cal.culations or dependence on 
Compare prices of consumption goods, others. 
Recognize the numbers on the bills and coins used to buy goods and to make change. 

- Application of arithmetic operations in the market place. 

Learning Outcomes: 

a. Cognitive: Knowledge, Comprehension, Application: identifies operations, 
recalls operations, recognizes symbols, demonstrates operations, 
reorders opetations, differentiates between o~prations, transfers 
and classifies operations. 

b. Affective: Receiving, Responding, Valuing: responds to activity, accepts 
activity, participates, spends time on game activity, applies 
game in a social environment and activity, assists others in 
game activities. 

,._,. 



What fg necessary for gom~ to be: 

. . 
a. Introduced: P~~ticipant to ·introduce game. 

b. Played: 1 to 15 participatits. and a set of cards ·(25 to 30) 

c. C~nditions (in order 'to be played)i · adequaie facilities and lighting, ~nd 
a few minutes to an hour. · 

Degree of Use: 

Used to some degree 9f frequency (2). 

Conditions of Lea~riing: a. Signal learni~g 
b. Stimulus-Response learning 
c. Chaining 

Verbal Association 
Discrimination learning 

• Concept learning 
. g. Rui'e learning 
h. Problem Solvirig 

Facilitator/Teacher (F/t) Instrtictional Form/Mode: 

1. Pr~dominance of F/T to Part~cipant Instruction 
I 

(i) Predominance of Material to Participant Instruction 

. i 

3. Predominance of F/T and Participant Interaction and Dialogue 

4. Predominance of Participant to Participant Interaction and Dialogue 

5. Predominance of Participant to Material Interaction ·and Dialogue 

Comments: 

"This game provides a way to entertain oneself and practice memory.and · 
visual skills;" · 

Criteria of Materials (Desired Attributes): 

1. Cheap: 20 sucres (office made/set); 15 sucres/set (commercially made in an 
order of 1000 sets) 

2. Easily Reproducible: Cards can be easily reproduced to reflect the words 
and symbols of participants. 

3. Motivating: Competitive setting', provides visual and mental challenge, fun, 
easy to play, high risk taking. 

I 
4. Self-Explanatory: Little explanation is required. 

I 

.· 



5. Self-Generating: The game li<:t ., 11l!e 11 . ;,, di>l.cu J.11 various forms: 
betting to raise money. 

cumpel il J.Ve, 

6. Immediate Relevance: · Communities in the Sierra have used the game in diverse 
ways adapting the game to meet the needs, e.g., raffles, 
gambling, re.creation while drinking; while using skills 
in the market place. 

7. ·Culturally Based: The game provokes a competitive s.etting--a cultural vahie 
that traditionally is not part of the Latin American 
Indian culture. 

8. lnduces ·Desi-rable Human Development: Based on laboratory evaluation, numeracy 
skills increase when there is a personal 
investment in the game. 

Comments: 

Changes needed (possible vari~tions): More difficult board cards and problems; 
participants who become competent in basic addition or multipli
cation skills become bored. An additional incentive than just 
winning would also enhance participation. 

I 
Questions to be an$wered: 1. Is competition an imposed "White" value? 

2. Is.personal investment in the game (betting) necessary to provide participants' 
incentive? 

' 

3. Does the game reinforce the skills (numeracy) of those who already are competent 
in basic skills? 

4. Do the onlookets learn while being passive participants? 
Possible future (how the game might be used): 

Game can be utilized to introduce fractions and other higher levels of 
math skills and to reinforce basic .mathematical skilis. 

Recommendations: 

This game should be used for only four to five rounds, and then followed with a 
another a'Ctivity. 
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ECUADOR PROJECT 

Material; CONCENTRATION (CONC~NTRACION) 

~: Fluency 

Descriptive Characteristics: 

. · concentration is designed as a skill-practice game to provide pre-literates with 
practice in word recognition. Players are asked to match words with pictures placed 
bn cards ~nd arranged randomly on a flat playing surface. The game consists of a set 
of cards with pictures on them and a matching set of cards with words (at least 10 
sets are used). All cards are dealt o~t face down in rows until all are used and att 
array is formed. At first, player turns one card and tries to find its match by turn
ing another card--if he su~ceeds he continues, if not the· next player proceeds to 
find a match. Players continue until all cards are matched .• 

Conditions for the use of the material: 

a. Setting: Indoor and Outdoor 

I 

b~ Region/Cultural Group: Sierra, Costa 

ci. Age Group: Preliterates ._ Children and Adults 
I 

d. How it has been used: · Heuristic (facilitates learning). 

Goal of Game: 

I . 

To enable participants to recognize and conceptualize words ·and pictures and 
enh~nce his/her vocabulary thrbugh the use of pictures and words • 

. Major Concepts of Game: 

Correlation of words and symbols 
Meaning of pictures and words as a symbolic language 
A visual and writ~en vocabulary 
A process to introduce visual and written vocabulary 

Learning Outcomes: 

a. Cognitive: Knowledge, Comprehension, Application: differentiates between words 
and pictures, recognizes correlations, identifies names and pictures, 
reorders and arranges symbols and words, relates correlations, organ
izes processes, classifies words and pictures, applies visual and 
memory skills, employs generalizations. 

b. Affective: Receiving, Responding: participates in game activities, responds 
to the participation of others, follows game process, plays and 
interacts with others, practices memory and correlation skills. 



What fs· necessary for game. to be: 

· ;· a. · introduced: Ar:iy participant to read basic rules. 

b •. Played: . 3 ·or more participants~ 

c. Condition:s (in order to be played):· adequate space) · lighting, no ·wind (outdoors) 

Degree of Use: 

Used with frequency (3): Sierra, Costa and within the Ecuadorian MOE 

Coi1ditions of Learning: a. Signal learning 
bi Stimulus-Response learning 
c. Chaining 
@ Ver,bal Association 
e. Discrimination learning 
t. Concept learning 
® Rule learning 
€) Problem Solving 

Facilitator/Teacher (F/T) Instrtictional Form/Mode: 

1. Predominance of F/T to Participant Instruction 

€) Predominance of Material to Participant Instruction 

3. Predominance of F/T and Participant Interaction and Dialogue 

4. Predominance of Participant to Participant Interaction and Dialogue 

5. Predominance .of Participant to Material Interaction ~hd Dialogue 

Comments: 

"All the participants can take the . leadership role in this activity if they 
win; if this was only true in life." (37 . year old man, San Pedro, Costa) 

Crit~ria of Materials (Desired At~ributes): 

· 1. Cheap: 15 sucres per set. 

2~ Easily Reproducible: With cardboard sheets, problem cards (paper), seeds 
or stones - materials available in Sierra and Costa. · 

·3. Motivating: The game is often taken home by .the participants; 

., 

I 
~. Self-Explanatory: Peer~learning and teaching, self-directed. 

I 



5. Self-Generating: Participants can make their own words and reproduce their 
own set of cards. 

I 

6. Immediate Relevance:" Provides for a visual conceptual approach to viewing 
words. 

7. Culturally Based: Words and symbols can be generated from within participants. 

' 

8. Induces Desirable Human Development: Provides for a conceptualization of words 
and symbols and a visual and mental process 
for correlating visual and mental skills. 
It also provides for group interaction. 

Comments: 

Changes needed (possible variations): Sentence fragments may be introduced, 
picture cards and word cards around a specific topic or theme, 
plural and singular words and pictures, >synonyms and antonyms, 
words and pictures to make a sentence. · 

Questions to be answered: 
1. Does the game increase the number of words a participant is able to recognize? 
2. Does it provide pre-reading ~kills? 
3. Does participant apply visual and written vocabulary of game? 

Possible future (how the game might be used): As a process for conceptualizing 
words and an initial step in preparing pre-literates to read. 

Recommendations: 

Should be used to introduce the concepts of Sylvia-Ashton Warner's methodology 
of learn~ng to read (building organic words from their vocabulary and adapting words 
into a set of cards). 



ECUADOR PROJECT 

Material: NUMBER DICE (DADOS DE NUMEROS) 

!r.eJ:: Fluency 

Descriptive Characteristic~: 
Number dice is used to teach basic mathematics; incorporating into it the adapta

tion to the skill ievel of the participants. There is one set of ele~en dice; each 
participant has his own set and competes with others. Teams can be used where two 
play against time together. The team approach provides for peer learning. There are 
several kinds of games possible: (1) Getting the solution - a number is set up as the 
desired solution, a player must make arithmetic combinations (+,-,X,f) in order to 
obtain the desired solution; (2) Spending t~e Money - a figure of money is stated ~nd 
the player must find ways to spend the money, a player throws the dice and tries to 
find the arithmetic combination that will give him the solution, e.g., 6 lbs. of beans 

· .at 70¢/lb. equals $4.20; (3) Making an Equation; (4) Series of Solutions; (5) Making 
the Correct Problem; (6) Approaching a Solution - played like "21", etc. 

Conditions for the use of the material: 

a. · Setting: Indoor and Outdoor 

b. Region/Cultural Group: Sierra, Costa, Urban 

c. Age Group: Children to Adults (5 years to 60+ years) 

d. How it has been used: Heuristic (facilitates learning). 

Goal of Game: 

To enable the parti~ipant to practice basic mathematics skills (+,-,X,7-) and to 
develop comprehension· in · doing mathematical operations while changing the base of 
numbers. · 

· ~1ajor Concepts of Game: · 

Number system 
- Co.mbina tions of numbers and op er at· (+ X •) . ions , - , , 7 

• Application of numbers as a language 
Application of numbers as a market-exchange skill 
Cost per unit value 
Relationship between symbols, numbers, and spoken language 

- Relationshtp between .mathematical operations 

Learning Outcomes: 

· a. Cognitive: Knowledge, Comprehension, Application, Analysis: .identifies 
arithmetic operations, recognizes various operations and solutions 
to operations, prepares problems, rearranges combinations of . ~p era

tions, explains operations, demonstrates solutions to operations, 
develops own problems, transfers operations and solutions that undo 
one another, compares operations, analyzes the process of operations. 

b. Affective: Rec~iving, Responding, Valuing: shares solutions to operations with 
others, accepts the process of the game, approves of game interac
tion, plays and discusses games, increases his/her skills through 
participation, assists and helps others, spends time in participating ; 

,' 



Wllat is nec·es s <i ry 1or game to l.le: 

a. Introduced: Participant to introduce game. 

b •. Played: 2 to 10 participants; a set of dice.· 

~. Coriditions (in order to be played): adequate facilities and light, and a 
period of time con~isting of several minutes to several hours. 

Degree of Use: 

Frequently Used (3) 

Conditions of Learning: a. Signal learning 
b. Stimulus-Response learning 
c. Chaining 

@) Verbul Association 
e. Di~crimination learning 
([) Concept learning 
~ Rule learning 
@ Problem Solving 

Facilitator/Teacher (F/T) Instructional Form/Mode: 

1. Predominance of F /T to Participant Instruction 

© Predominance of Material to Participant Instruction 

3. Predominance of F/T and Parti.cipant Interaction ~nd Dialogue 

4. Predominance of Participant to Participant Interaction and Dialogue 

5. Pr~dominance of Participant to Material Inter~ctioi and Dialogue 

Comments: ·. 

"Participants create their own problems and .not those given arbitrarily 
by a teacher." 

. Criteria of Materials (Desii-ed Att_~IJ1_u_~.£_s): 

1. -Cheap: 30 sucres (office made/set); 30 sucres (c~mmercially made/set). 

' 

2. Easily Reproducible~ Can be l' l'produced with small blocks of wood (2'' X 2" X 2") 
and a coJ.ored pen. 

3. Motivating: Fun, ·interestinr,, enthusiastic, provides competition; when played 
with some extern11l reward interest increases. 

4. Self-Explanatory: Requires 11.ttle explanation, but needs to be introduced. 
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games and for participan~ input. 

6. Immediate Relevance: Provides basic skills that are ·applied in everyday 
activities, e.g., the market. 

7~ CuJturally Based: Participant~ relate oper~tions to their life ·situation and 
market negotiations and transactions •. 

8. Induces Desirable Human Development: Laboratory testing showed an increase of 
speed ahd accuracy in basic arithmetic calculations; skills 
in arithmetical computation and solution to problems are 
practiced and applied; mathematical processes and language 
are learned and a vocabulary enhanced. 

Comments: 

Changes needed {possible variations): Addition - high participation; Multiplication -
some; Division - none; Subtraction - high. The application of 
multiplication and division sh,ould be emphasized on higher levels 

. of mathematical skills. 

Questions to be answered: 
1. Do participants of the_ game apply skills learned in life situations? 
2. Is importance ~laced on the proceis cif getting an answ~r or the corre~t answer? 
3. Is a competitive setting desirable in providing motivation and enhancement of 

ability : to ·solve basic operations? 

·Possible fut~re (how the game might be u~ed): As an applied and experience based 
activity to introduce, conceptualize and reinforce basic mathe
matical operations. 

Recommendations: 

It is important to adapt the game to the skill of the· player and for him/her 
to choose from a variety of sets at various levels of complexity (+ & - to X & 7). 

I 
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Summary 

It should be emphas~zed that of the 34 games de.veloped by the project, only 

·50% (17) have been used by the proje.ct • . Thus, only 17 games have had the most 

work and effort. 

The. suryey of the gaming materials provides the following information about 
; . 

the desired attributes of the game materials; the limitations of the survey 

should be kept in mind: 

A. . The Master List of Games 

1. The project has developed 34 ganes; 9 simulations, and 25 fluency 

games · _(numeracy and literacy). Three expressive techniques 

have also .been developed in addition to the 34 games. 

2. The project has used and field-tested 17 of the 34 games; the 17 

games have been used i .n communities (Sierra and Costa!) at least 

3 times in the last six months - October '73 to. March '74. 

3. Of the 17. games, 3 are simulation games and 14 fluency· games. 

· -4• · Of the 17 games, seven have .been frequently used (at least seven 

times - see 2) and are: Hacienda, Naipes de Letras, Naipes de 

Si1abas,"Dados de Letras, Dados de Numerps, Quina · (+/-), and ·· 

Mercado. 

B. Cost Survey of Garnes: Ideal cost per game, less than 24 sucres 

($1.00 U.S. dollar). 

1. 0 f the 17 games used by the project, only 8 games cost less than 

24 sucres if individually produced as compared to 9 games if 

if commercially produced. 

2. Overall, · 16 of the 34 games cost less. than 24 suctes. if individually 

produced as compared to 17 if commercially produced • 

. • 



3. If criteria of 24 sucres is · increased to 30 sucres as the ideal 

cost per game: overall, 9. ~ games meet crit_eria if indiv

idually produced; as compared to 8 if connnercially produced. 

C. Desired Attributes of Games: Based on the eight operationalized 

~riteria for the desired attributes of each game and value scale: 

1. .Of the seven most frequently used games, the following per-

centage met criteria: 
8 . 

Scale Level Crite;ria •· 

*~~~~~ 
. -~ ~· Y'~ i . 

(I ~l..~ (.<) ~~ ~ 
~ Y'" ..... ..... 0 
(>' 0 ~(> ~(> ~ Meets Criteria · 1 2 3 4 5 6 (.<) .... ~ :A ..,,,. 

-~~ ·-· . ··- - ·- - -- -
Very Much (1. 5-3. O) 100% 100% 100% 100% 86% 14% 14% 72% 100% 43% 57% 0% to Some Extent 

Very . Little . (0-1. 4) . 0 0 0 0 14% 86% 86% 28% 0% 57% 43% 100% 
' 

..... 

2. Of the top 17 games used and field t~sted by : the project, 

the foliowing percentage met criteria: 
8 

... 

~ - ~ · (_<)(> < ~ -
(I ~ '<' Y'' ~ \: ~\ ~~~ "'~ ~';-'?>\,. <:.. ~ Scale Level Criteria - --

Meets Criteria 1 . 2 3 4 5 
7\ (>' 0 ~ ~(> ..,,,. 6 7(.1) ""' . ~ ~..,,,. 

Very Much (1.5-3.0) 14*82 i694 1694 1059 1482 318 3i8 529 318 318 1377 212 
to Some Extent 

Very Little (0-1.4) 318 16 16 741 318 1482 1482 1271 1482 1482 4 23 !1588 
I 

*indicates number of games 

3. The following chart provides the answer to the question: Is 

game X cheap? Js it easily re~roducible? Is it motiv~ting? etc. 

I 
' I 
I 
I 
I 



cheap 
Is the ·game of X easily reproducible ?1 

c "t ri er1a 
Sub-criteria 

rL<\CIE?--.'DA 

COPERATIVA 

EL ROBO 
-

CO~CEtaRACION . 

NAIPES DE LETRAS 
NAIPES DE SILABAS 

DADOS DE LET RAS 

DADpS DE t-'1JMEROS 

QUI NA 

PIN BALL . 
RULETA . 

... ARGOLLAS 

.3 .TRES EN CALLE 

·~ .DOMINO 

5.EL BURRO 

1 • EL CHULO 

. EL }ff \DO 

motivating 
se 1 f expl an;:i.tory 
self generating 
immediately relevant 
culturally based 
a game that induces desirable human development . 

CHEAP EASI Y L I MOTIVATING SELF EXPLANATO Y S F R EL . IMMEDI TE CULTURALLY ! A . 

l 
REPRODUCIBLE 'ENE RATING RELEVANCE 

I 
BASED 

1 2 I 3 · 4 5 . 6 7 

yes yes yes yes no yes yes 

yes no yes yes no yes yes 

yes yes yes no no no no 

yes yes yes no yes yes yes 

yes yes yes yes yes no no 

yes yes yes yes ·yes no no 

yes yes yes yes yes no no 
' 

yes yes yes yes yes .. no no 

yes yes yes yes yes no no 

no I yes yes no yes no no 

no yes yes no yes no no 

no yes yes no yes no no 

yes yes yes no yes no no 

yes yes yes yes yes no no 

yes yes yes yes yes no I no 

yes yes no no yes no no 

yes yes yes yes yes no I no 

l .... - J... 

HU'l·!A.~ DEVELOPl·!E~7 

Att ~~fi 1 Lit 1 (\um. 110-11 

yes yes no yes I yes 

no yes I no yes yes 

no lyes no yes no 

no no y~s no n:c 

yes no lyes! no no 

· yes T'.O yes no no 

yes no ye s no no 

yes no no yes no 

no no no yes no 

no no no I yes 
I 

r:o 

no no no yes no 
-." 1':.!i: 
, 

Inc I no no yes no 

no Ir.a no I yes I no 

no no no yes n~ 

no no 
1
no yes no 

no no no yes :"~§ 

I no I -
nc- '.10 yes r.;.§ -
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4. Of the 17 games used by the project the following number met 

criteria: 

Number 
of Games 

(O) 

1 

2 

8 

1 

5 

Game 

Hacienda 

Coperativa, Concentration 

Naipes de Letras, Naipes de 
Silabsas, Dados de Letras, 
Dados de Namero, Quina, 
Domino, El Burro, Mercado 

Tres en Calle 

El Robo, ·Pin Ball, Ruleta 
Argollas, El Chula 

Met how many 
of 8 criteria 

(8) 

7 

6 

5. 

4 

3 

Percentage 
(100%) 

. 87.5% 

75% 

62~5% 

50% 

37% 

5. Of the eight criteria, the following criteria was met at 100%, 

75% or greater, 50% or greater, and less than 49% respectively 

by the top 7 and 17 games; based upon sunnnary chart 1 and 2: 

TOP 
7 Games 17 Games 

Criteria 
\75% kso% I 49%> I loo% 1(7s% 

1
<§0% I 49%) 100% 

i 

1. Cheap x x I 

2. Easily Reproducible x x 
I I 3. Motivating I x I x 

I I I 4. Self Explanatory x I x 
i i ! I I ! i . 

5. Self Generating I x I I x I 
! I 

! i lj I !6. Immediate Relevance ! x x I 

I I I I I I ii 

7. Culturallv Based I 1: x x 
8. Induces Desirable · 

Human De·V-elopmcnt: 1 " 

Attitudinal I x x 
Social Behavior 

. I x x 
Literacy I x x 
Numeracy l x . 

I 
x I Negotiations/ 

I I 
. 

Information I x I x 
J 
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6. The games that met the most c'riteria, with the high~st degree 

'of application f~r each of ·t.he 33 subcriteria, 'are: 

Hacienda 21 .sub criteria 

Concentracion 9 

Naipes de Si lab as - 6 

Naipes de L'etras 6 

Dados de Letras 6 

Dados de Numeros 3 

El Burro 2 

El Robo 2 

T·res en Calle 2 · 

Quina 1 

D. Sequence of Gaming Materials: The project staff, based on the· 

question, which of the 17 games could be used to introduce basic 

literacy, numeracy, and provide belief in the capability for 

learning? answered the question by suggesting the games that 

could be used to introduce and facilitate skill development. Re-

fer to page 40. 

E. . Evaluation Survey of the Top 8 Games: Based on an evaluation form 

for the gaming materials, that provides twelve categories of in-

formation, the top eight games were surveyed. Refer to page 26 

for the evaluation form format and page 42 for the survey of the 

top eight games. · 

" 



·COMMENTS 

The following comments are the opinion of the writer, based on his 

observations and the re.sults of the. game survey. It should be kept in 

mind that the project wor\<ed mostly with mestiz" communities :tn .its init;ial. 

phases. 

A-. The ganes developed by the prcj ect have been used as tools to 

' . 
· enable -the facil:i,tators of the project (corrmuntty leaders) to: initiate 

communication and dialogue among community members; to get people to 

interact and know one . another; as a process to set the environment in a· 

conununity gatheri~g for people to feel relaxed; as a means to motivate 

corr.munity members to take an active part in coT!lITlunity functions; to transfer 

co~itive and affective skills in the process of participatine in the 

activities of . the games; to assess numeracy and literacy skills; to provide 

a means to acquire basic cognitive skills and enable participants to enjoy 
. . . 

the process; and to build self-confidence in their ability to learn. 

B. In the 'proce~s of designing, implementing, and evaluatin~ · the 

games the' project staff has deliberately left the games unfinished to enable 

users to r ·e-design t'hem and adapt the; rules . and playing styles of games to . 

the local situation • . In doinr so~ the project needs to assess and constantly · 

' 
focus upoq the following factors in its overall ~aming activities: 

- Cultural factors (language of the community; social values, , 

mores, traditions, social relationships of the cornmuni ty; 

the dress; the diet, nutrition, foods) vary from village 

, to village and more predominantly in contrast t .o the urban 

. centers, to the Sierra setting, to the Coastal areas of Ecuador. 

- The degree of participation and motivation in ~ame activities 

are related to the anount of time since the game has been 

introduced; the support and reinforcement provided by the peers 

. , 
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of the participant; the attitude of the facilitator towar_ds 

games; the degree of use of : gc;ime. 

The degree of game utilization in any one co~munity or villa~e 

is perhaps due to the fact th·at games are not a priority, . 

a concern or need to the community where games have been 

introduced. 

The· games designed are more culturally mestizo based and may 

be socially disruptive in Indian communities. The reward 

system, social values, attitude toward's gal!'es, and the 

reflection or assessment of game activities reflect more the 

social th9ught of mestizo culture than Indian culture. 

The success of the games in Indian communities and their use is 

probably dependent upon their use in a small social setting 

rather than in a larr.e social . settin~ given that the gaffies are 

not part of the Indian culture; garr.es are indirectly forced 

upon the cornr.mni ty by the presence of the pro.i ect; and the 

attitudinal inco~patability that exists as to how the Indian 

i·s .. seen a't. a national and provincial le:vel by the decision 

makers and mestizos of Ecuador. 

- Games need more follow-up of other materials or a.ctivities 

otherwise they become boring and iterative and tend to provide 

repei{tivc reflection. 

Games need to provide greater cultural and sqcial relevance a~ 

e.g., . Mercado, that has been changed th.rough its use and has 

enabled participants in various communities to adapt it to 

their own social1 setting. 

I 

,• 



Greater ~ffort n~eds to b~ made in using the ·ga~es of the 

people, within/of their own corranunities, rather than introducing 

"outsiders" games •. 

.. 
"QUESTIONS TO BE ANSWEHED: 

1. .Each of the statements in heading "B" can be stated in a question 

format · for investigating prupos·es and to determine the applica-

bility of ga~ing materials in various cultural settings and 

' .'· 

within t~e context of Nonformal education. ~ ·. 

2. Does the "lea~ning" in simulation games take place in the process . 

of the game or in "the dialogue and interaction after the game? 

3. What is the process in adapting an "outsider's" game to · a given 

/ cultural group or setting? for waht purpose? 
I 

4. Is the competition present · in the games a cultural factor absent 

in the Indian culture? Introduced . into the Indian cultur.e? 

What are the inplications? 

5. What is the · role of the Church in the suc·cess of the garees? Of 

other institutions? 
I 
' . 

·6. Is it a critical factor for the success of the games to have 

charismatic leaders or persons introduce the games? For their 

continuou~ use and succesi? Is the investment of personal contact 

necessary? 

7. Is the function of the game.s solely to transfer information? To 

enable participants to attain basic cognitive skills in literacy 

.. •. 
and numeracy? 

8. In evaluating the impact, value, goals, etc. of gaming materials, 

does one use formal schoolinr tools and methodology? What are the 

.• 



implications of su.ch evaluati.on? Of intervening in the project 

communities? The social and cultural. effect of using -people 

as sources of information for the knowledge .of gaming materials? 

9. To what degree do the games reflect the formal and traditional 

schooling system? · Can th·e games alone· be a NFE project? 

10. Within the first generation facilitators, what games are being 

playedT if not, why not? 

11. To what degree and influence do the games have success? 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

The survey of gaming materials should be re-implemented during 

February of 1975 and results . cor::pared to those of May, 1974. 

Based on the tools used in the survey the project staff should 

focus on: 

a, operationalizing to a 8reater .level of degree the desired 

attributes for gaming materials. 

b. the evaluation form for the gaming materials arid each of the . 

eight games assessed. 

c. · the cost survey should be re-examined in February, 1975 and 

results compared. 

d. the staff should re-evaluate each of the top 17 p.ames used by 

the project using the desired attributes for gaming materials 

criteri·a. 

e. the staff should evaluate each of the materials in regard to 

criteria met and not met. 

3. A critical evaluation on the role of the gawing materials within the 

framework of the project should be done before March, 1975, in order 

to assess their function, impact and future particularly in relation-

ship to the role of the facilitntors. 
,• 
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OPTION 6: Focus the evaluation on tl1e origi nal intentions a bo ut the inst ructluna l 
.,.iiii!M- ... . . · 

matcriflls~ Following is a figure showing th~ six 6riteria stated in Technical 

Note Dl (1/73), clustered in terms of . the sorts of data . that ~ould be required to 

determine if a given material meets the criteria. 

Sources 

Source of 1. development and 2;. laboratory or 3. field 
data Eroduction records f icld obser.va tions observations 

Criteria cheap motivating immediately 
easily produ.ced self-explanatory relevant 

. · • self-genera tit 

It would be appropriate to add one more c~iterion to this series of six 

1 (it is ~plied in the logic ·Of the proj ec.t): induces desirable, aporooriate, er 

necessary behavior in tercs of human develoo~~nt. 

· Major questions: 

Since these seven criteria are, in effect, a set of claims or standards to 

which the materials are expected to measure up, it would seem reasonable to assess 

each of . the important materials against thera. The questions, then, arc these 

seven: Is material X cheap? Is it easily produced·? Is it motivating? etc • 

. Locus of investtgation: 

The study would be conducted: 1) in the project office, 2) in? laboratory 

situation to be developed in a location not to interfere with on-going prograt:Js 

and 3) in a sample of the on-going programs. 

Procedures of data ~athcring! 

l. Drawing . from cost-accounting data and recall of the project staff, cost 

and productiop facility would be described ,,;: 

. · .. ~'.~ . 
2. Pre and post testing in the lab6ratory, augmented by observation and 

, 
interviewing. 

3. Observation and interviewing in selected sample sites the field 

*Referring to the c~pabiiity of the material . to launch tho learner into worthy 
o~cr:itions .incl .'.\Ctivitics th~t r,o beyond the specific. <:ictivitic~ of the · 
materia l in s e .U'~dit' tict.: in:~ nort !: or wnyo. 

.. 
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The criteria would need to be defined operationally. 

......... . O~er~~ional meaning would be assigned as realistic but arbitrary standards 

for each of the criteria. For example, "cheap" has already · been defined in the 

n·escrcpancies to be assessed: 

Each material would be assessed against each of the seven criteria, using 

arbi~rary standards of excellence such as .8 or .7 of achievement of the standard. 

Each material would also be assessed against the norms of achievement for the 

whole set of materials, thus .providing for Comparative study of the materials • 

.,/ 

This . comparative study would be a useful basis· for the development of guidelines 

for ~ubsequent materials. 
i 

Staff requirements: .. 
l ·cdnsultant-8 months full time (in Ecuadoi 6 months) 

l evaluation coordinator (Ecuadorian, M.A. level) 

3 o~server-eval~ators, ·part time (tr~in~ble collegians) 

1 experienc~d·facilitator (4 months) 

Time required: 

eight months 
... . 

Product: 

Monograph on the whole set of mC!U:.r.ials that have been developed in the 

project, detailing each one in terms of each of the seven ·criteria, and 

giving attention to such factors of effective use as sequencing, appropriate 

environment, teacher style, etc. 

A derived set of guidelines for the dc~elopment of subsequent instructional 

games/simulations. 

.. 

•. 
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ATRIBUTOS DESEADOS PARA LOS JUEGOS 
.. ·. 

; . ·. 

i 
' · ·· •. 1 '•\',. 

·1. : · Costo' (Barato) • . 

2. 

i 

I 

I 
r. 

. . ' ,, 
1 El costo de los materialcs para los jue{1:0S cstun dentro de las posi-

bilidades economicas· ~e los purticipante~; ~l costo debe: 
. . 

1. .estar dentro de los ingreson C?COnOr!ticos de una familia campesina 

2. ser menos costoso qµe su equivalente comercial 

3. costar menos de 21~ sucres 

Reproducido con Facilidad: 

Las comunidades loca:les deben tener acceso a los materiales de los 

juegos y estos deben: ' .· 

· • l. est~r disporiibles para sus participantes 

· 2. poder ser hechos ·(construl'.:dos) por los mi.smos participa'ntes ' 

3. ser atractivos y durables para los partic.ipante~ 

3. ·Estimulante: * 

Para .que el juego estimule a los participantes y provoque interacci6n 

este ,de be: . 

1 •. ser divertido para crear inter~s . Y partic~pacion 

2. ser un proceso active 

3. permitir al participante.a que tome riesgos 

4. dar confianza a las participantes en el u~o de destrezas que el 

juego ensefia 

5. ser usado no forzos&'llente 

6. ser jugado sin recompensas o premios 

* ·Este concepto es algo ambiguo y por lo tanto estamos . usando la 
I 

palabra interacci6n. 
I 

,• 

• J 

I . . ... r 
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2 

4.· .· Relevancia Inmediata: 

. A los participan.tes les gusta d juego porque :refleja las activida-
. ' 

de_s de su vida .cotidiana y aunque el par:ticip,nte ha~a _o no ~sisti-

do .a la escuela ~ el j uego permi te: ·" 

1. que sus reglas sean flexibles ., pudiendo lcs participantes rede-
,. 1. 

/fin°lrlas. 
/' 2. i Que los objetivos (cogno~citivos y .afectiJos) tengan una aplica-

1 
· ; bilidad directa en las problemfl:S de la v~do. social de los parti-

cipantes. 

3. Que el juego tenga cuando menos un corto qesarrollo o crecimiento 

cognoscitivo para las participantes. 

5. Se Explica yor sr Mismo: 

El juego p;ede ser jugado con una explicaci6n ~fnimay por lo tanto 

. este pu,ede: 

1. .· Ser jugado sin tener direccion 

2. Ser jugado por personas que tengan un poco de conocimientos de . 

alfabetizaci6n • 

. 6~ · Se·Facilita nor Sf Mism~: . 
, . 
I 

El juego no esta hecho de inanera r!gida, sin6 qu~ permite q~e el 

participante ponga el "input" necesario para ~ue este pueda ser :· 
. . 

1. redisefiado para que . refleje sus necesidades 

2 •. . diseiiado con sus p:ropias reglas 

3. adaptado alrededor de su ambiente- social 

.• 
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Basado en la Cultura: 

El ·juego debe refle.jar ·las vidas y .exp\~rienciu-s de la gente rural 

del Ecuador; este dcbc .rcflcjar . (.en lo:.; cusoti dl.)nde .ueu uprop:i,ado) 

la: 

;l. Dieta de la poblacion 

2. · El vestuario · de la poblaci6n 

3. El ·idioma de la poblaci6n (ya sea: verbal, no-verbal o visual) 

.4. La ~tica (valores . estructurados) de la pablaci6n 

5. Estructura social -y sisternas de comportamiento de las poblacio- · 

nes 

8. Produce (Desarro·11a) un Crecimiento Humana: 

1 · 

i 
I 

Los participantes dentro de su intera6ci6n y ; env~lvimi~rito en el . . 
juego~ desarrollan destrezas que les permite: 

Un Cambia de Actitud: · un aumento en cuanto a: 

1. Su auto-estimaci6n 

2. cr.eer en su capacidad de aprender 

. ..3. Darse cuenta de las contradicciones sociailes · 

Un Cambio en su Compor.tamiento Social en relacion a: 

4. Agresividad verbal (defendinndose) 

5. 
6

. 
. . 

T_ener confianza en sus companeros 

s~ participaci~n en grupos 

7. Su dependenCia en s1 mismo 
.. 
I 

Un Cambia en su Desar-:-ollo Gogn6scitivo en reJ.aci6n a: 

8. 

9. 
10. 

11. 

Un aumento en sus conocirr.ientos cie alfabeti zaci6n 

Un aumento en sus conocimientos de nlilneracion 
.. 

Negoeiaciones con autoridades (destrezas de ~upervivencia} 
/ 

Su abili.dad para tener acce·so a informacion 

•' 
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CRITERIA NOT MET BY THE FOLLOWING 16 GAMES ( as based on CRITERIA GUIDE ) . · 

HACIE!\"DA 

COPERATIVA 

EL ROBO 

COi\CENTRACION 

NAIPES DE LETRAS 
y DE $ILABAS 

DADOS DE LETRAS 

DADOS DE NUMEROS 

QUI NA 

PIN. BALL· · 

.· . RULETA · 

_.ARGOLLAS 

2 .TRES EN CALLE . 

3. DO}!INO 

-1 .EL BURRO 

5 .EL CHULO 

5.EL MERCADO 

CHEAP EASILY I MOTIVATING SELF EXPLANATORY SELF IMMEDIATE CULTURALLY 
REPRODUCIBLE GENERATING RELEVANCE BASED 
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CRITERIA NOT MET BY THE FOLLOWING 16 GAY.i..ES ( as based on CRITERIA GUIDE ) 
E EASILY ~ T ATIN SELF EXPLANATORY SELF ~1EDIATE • 

I 
REPRODUCIBL GE!\"£ RATING RELEVANCE BASED HUMA.i.~ DEVELOPHENT 

CH AP MO IV G I CULTURALLY INDUCES DESIRABLE 
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CRITERIA NOT MET BY THE FOLLOWING 16 GAMES ( as based on CRITERIA GUIDE ) . 

F_.\CIEf-"DA 

COPERATIVA 

EL ROBO 

CO~CENTRACION 

NAIPES DE LETRAS 
y DE S,lLABAS 

DADOS DE LETRAS · 

DADOS DE !'-llJMEROS 

QUINA 

PIN BALL · 

RULETA 

. ARGOLLAS 

.~ . TRES EN CALLE 

3. DQ}1INO 

:. . El. BURRO 

5.EL CHULO 

:i . EL MERCADO 

CHEAP EASILY I MOTIVATING SELF EXPLANATORY SELF IMMEDIATE CULTURALLY 
REPRODUCIBLE GENE:RATING RELEVANCE BASED 
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CRITERIA NOT MET BY THE FOLLOWING 16 GAMES ( as based on CRITERIA GUIDE ) 

REPRODUCIB~E 
. i 

GENERATING RELEVANCE 

I 
BASED HW.AN DEVELOPMENT 

CHEAP EASILY MOTIVATING SELF EXPU.NATORY SELF IHHEDIATE CULTURALLY I NDUCES DESIRABLE 

. HACIE:."DA 
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CRITERIA NOT MET BY THE FOLLOWING 16 GAMES ( as based on CRITERIA GUIDE ) 

1. HACIEl-.'DA 

2. COPERATIVA 

3. EL ROBO 

I;. CONCE~TRACION 

5. NA IP ES DE LETRAS 
y DE SILABAS 

6. DADOS DE LETRAS· 

7. DADOS DE ·t-."UMEROS 

8. QUI NA 

9. PIN BALL 

10.RULETA 

11. ARGOLLAS 

12.TRES EN CALLE 

13.Db}HNO 

14.EL BURRO 

15.EL CHULO 

16.EL MERCADO 

CHEAP EASILY I MOTIVATING SELF EXPLANATOR~ SELF I MMEDIATE 
REPRODUCIBLE rE~'ERA!ING _ RELEVANCE 
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CRITERIA NOT MET BY THE FOLLOWING 16 GAMES ( as based on CRITERIA GUIDE ) 

. L I E .I.. 

REPRODUCIBLE GENERATING RELEVANCE BASED HUNAN DEVELOPMENT 
CHEAP EASI Y MOTIVATING SELF EXPLANATORY S LF THMEDIATE CULTURALLY INDUCES DESIRABLE 
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CRITERIA NOT HET BY THE FOLLOWING 16 GAMES ( as based on CRITERIA GUIDE ) 
CHEAP EASILY I MOTIVATING SELF EXPLANATORY SELF I MMEDIATE CULTURALLY 

REPRODUCIBLE GENERATING RELEVANCE BASED 
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HID'i.AN DEVELOPHENT 
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Operati'onalize definitions* 'of Didactic, Heuristic, and Philetic for 

conditions for the use of the materials, subpoint (d) how it has been 

use·d: 

· Didactic:· 

I 
I 
r 

Heuris Uc: 

Philetic: 

•. 

refers to the impartation of knowledge by the Facil-

· itator/Teacher to t~e participant; in order for the 

· partic~pant to acquire a mastery of a repertoire of 

explicitly . formulated knowledge arid skills. 

refers to · the effort to facilitate the ·participant to 

discover for himself either the contents of a b'ody of 

knowledge or the methods ·of arriving at such knowledge 

and assessing it• . 

refers to the use of the game(s) to secure rapport with 

the participants, in order to relate to them as individuals 

ana to ·· their own life style ~nd self~pe'rspective. 

*adapted from Harry· S. Brawdy, Profess.or of Philosophy of Education, 
University of Illinois,

1
A Critique of ·PBTE, p. 5-7. 

1 
,• 
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A C.ondens~d V~rsion of th~· 'I'~xonomy- Gategorie:z 
of the · Cognittvr: . and Aff"?:cthr':' Domains a.nQ. their Heb.ti.,on:sbip 

I 
I . 

. I • 

··._. · .. 

Taken from 

Taxonomy of I~uc::'ltional Ob,1ec:t.iv~s 

The Cli?.osific.ation oi' .. Educ:ational Coals 

Handbook I : Cogniti•le !.lo~in (19$6) 

hy 
Bcnjam.ln So Bloem 

H andbook !I:. Affective DornP..i.rl (l<J6;-i.J. 

' . 

. . '.• ~-

by 
David n~ Krc-.thwohl 

Benj.~m.in S., Dloo:u 
B~rtram El.; Ms.ala 

Albert.o H,, Ochoa . 

·~ . 

. , 

, . 
. ' 

'• 

_ l- •. · • • 

-... 

• • 



, 
RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN' ·nm TAXONOMY CATEOOIUf-:S 

. OF.1HE Q)Q'HTIVE .AND AFFECTIVE OOMAINS 

ffiGNITIVE 
(Thin.'tzing tone) 

L 1'2\0h1~EDGE 
Recognition arid recall of infonnation., 
tern15, classes, procedures, theories, · 
and structures. 

(Information which one 
·· wants to receive) 

2. CO~iPRBIENSION 
Interpretation of what 
has been leamed 

· (Willingness to understand inforniation) 

3. APPLICATION 

AFFECTIVE 
lfeeling tone) 

1. ffi~lT:IVING 
Passive attention to 
stimuli (i.e., sensory 
inputs). 

2. RESPO:JDING 
Reacti:r.g to stimuli 
{:i..e., sensory inputs) 

Use of knowledge in new 
situations 

(Appreciates infonnation that is relevant and useful) 3. VALUING 
Actions consistent with 
a belief or value. 

4a. AV.AL YSIS . 
Breaking whole u11i ts into 
related parts (deduction) 

4b t SYNTIIBSIS 
Co;:'!bining elements into 
new roles (induction) 

5.. EVALUATION 

(Fonns a value system.by integrating bits of 
information into new and unique combination) 

(Fotms a value system by integrating bits of · 
information into new and unique comination.) 

Judging materials and methods . (Judging by how this fits into a way.of · 
using standards and criteria. one's .life) 

J · . 

4. ORC;;\NIZATIO~ 
(ConccPtualizcs~ 

· Comi!li t.mc-nt to a set of 
values (discussion) form

. ulating value::>) 

5. OL'\RACTERIZAT ION 
(Internalized) 
Total behavior conforming 
to internalized values 
(i.e., philosophy) 

r c .. 
~ .. 
( 
r r: 

"t:: 
t" 
~ 
~ 

( 
( 

!1 

~ 

.-1 

- ,;.. - . \J 
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t 
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:NO!\iEDGE 
l. l · · Of Specifics 

_ .11. Te!J11inology 

_ .12 Speci.fic Facts 

~ . 

, . i Of i'iays and Means of 
· ~~=tling with Specifics 

_. 21 · Conventioi1s 

.23 Classifications 

L 24 Cri tcria 

1. 25 , f.1c>thcdology 

1.3 · Ul1iversa1s and 
P.bstractinn~ in n. Field 

1. 31" Prindples ~nJ 
aml Gc:nerali::.ation~ 

i . 32 ~ · 1i1eorles and Stn1cture 

'l'J\XONOM\' U ,/\SS 11 · I C:\T I< Ji~ 
COGNI'f'lVL 

KEY \\'O RDS 

to defi1~c, to d:l stinguish, 
to acquire, to idcnti f·y, 
to recall; to recognize 

to acquire, to identify, 
to ·re.call, to recognize 

to recall, to recogn i zc, 
to acquire, to identify · 

to rccaJ l, to ·recogniz0, 
to m.:quire, to identify · 

to rcc;.iJl, to n:-cogni:e, 
to acquire, to i'..font1.fy 

· to recall, to rccogni~.c, 
to acriui.n~, to idE)11tify 

to rc1..:nll, to nxog:1ize, 
tt' acquire, to iclcntiiy 

to recall; to i:ccogniz.e, 
to acquire, to identify 

EX/\MPLES OF 
IH!~l:cr OB.JECI'S ---·-··----

Voc:JbuJ my · Tcnns, · 
mcanjngs, minjolo!!)', 
referent:; . clements· 

Facts: Sources,. nmnes, cbtcs, 
events' pe·tsons. places, . time 

· pcri.ods ~ properties, · examples 
phen0mena . . 

!,ct.inns' ·!'l"OCCSSCS, JnOVCiliCffl$' 

t ··r·<°'Jlcl·· l"c ··11"·ncc:. 1"''1 ' "·' " '' r ... ,y,·c.~s, . ....... ) .. J '- . -I'--'• ' .. . ~ .. . l..:'h : ~' !' _... '-

7':..:~ l ;! tion~~.hi._ps, influc:ncc~ 

An~ ;1 (s), type(~), fC'atiirc(s), 
. ., . '. '. ( ., . ) ,.. {" •. ( ,. ) l" r' ~ ·. ( . ) . l . , l_ '·' t .. S , ·.' _; L ·' , l l"\ I_ 1 OTl , S , 

urra11g~·mt~ntC-; · 1 , cl :1ssi CicaLion(s), 
cal. q:;ory /categories · 

lNSTHlJCI' JOi\!',t.: 
Al.TIVlTY 

Cri t:cria basics, clements, principl~s, 
. op1n1.ons. 

Mctho<ls, tedm iqucs, ;1pproad1c.s, uses, 
_proccd1ires ~· treatments 

Pr ind pl c.s, gci1c 'r~) iz:at ion:;, rircposi"t j ons, 
funchnenta]s, .laws: ir.:piiGrt:ions. 

TI1c>c.r.ie:;, h:i.ses, :ii~tcrrclations, 
stn1cture(s), organization(s), fonnulation(s) 

•. 

~- · · 



2.10 Translation 

2.20 . In:terpret~tipn 

. · .. 
2.30 Extrapolation 

APPLICATION 

ANALYSI.S . 

4;10 Elements 

4.20 Rel_ati onship~. 

to translate, to tr::msfonn; 
to give in own words, to 
i1lustrc.1te, to ~1rcparc,_ to 
read, to represent, to 
change, to rephrase, to 
restate . 

to intcivn•t, to reorder, 
to n~arr;111i~c, to differen
tiate, 1n distinguish, to 
make, to drdw, to explain, 
to demon~;trate . 

,.; ·· 

Mcanjng(s"-, ~amplc(s), 
dcfinition(s), abstractions, 
representations, Horcis. 

Relevancies, relationshj ps, 
essential aspect~, new vicw(i), 
qualifications, conclusions, 
methods, tbeorl.cs, ·abstractions .• 

to estimate, to infer, Cons_cquences, impJ ications, 
to conclude, tn p·rc<lict, conclu~ . .ions, factors, TC!; ·: ifications '· 
to <lifferentia le, to deter- meanings, corollar.ics, e ffccts, 
mine, to cxtcn<l, to inter- pr~J~1ilities. 
palate, to fill in, to draw. 

to apply, to gcncrali ze., Principles, l <.n-:s, conch.1:~ions, effects, 
to relate, to choose, to methods, theories, abstract ions, 
dcyclop, to orr:anizc, to situations, generalizations, processes, 
use, to employ, to transfer,phcnomcna,rirocc<lures. 
to restructure, to c~assify 

• 
To distinguish~ to detect, 
to i.J~ntify, to classify, 
to discriminate, to recog
nize, to categorize ., to 
·deduce. 

E.lernents, hypothesis, hypothc:;cs, 
con cl us j ons, asstunptj ons, s tatcmcnts ,. 
(of f<Kt)/(of intent), <.lrguer.icnts, 
particuLJTs 

To an~lyze, to contrast, Relationships, inicr-rcJations, 
to compare, to 4istinguish, rclcv;mtc, relevancies, theme~,, 
·to deduce 0 · C'VicfonCC, follacics, ~lT):LUT;ents, 

cc::usc-cffcct(s), consist:cncy, 
cons is tcncics, parts, ideas, 
assuii1pti ons. 

•. 

• 
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i . 30 Organizat~onal 
Pn.nciples 

SYNTIIESIS 

5.10 ·Production of Unique 
Corruntmication 

5.20 Production of· a Plan 
or Proposed Set of 
Operations 

5.30 . Denrivation of a Set 
or .Abstract-Relations 

F:.VALUATION 

6 .10 · Judgement in Tenns 
of Intcnrnl Evidence 

6 ~ 20 ·. Judgement iri Tern15 of 
Ex temal Cri t .cria · 

To analyze, to disguise, 
to detect, to deduce 

To write, to tell, to 
relate; to produce, to 
constitute, to transmit, 
to originate, to modify, 
to doctunent 

To propose, to plan, to 
produce, to design, to 
modify, to specify 

To proc.lucc, to c.1cri ve, 
to develop, to cornbii1c, 
or organize, to synthesize, 
to classify, to doducc, 
to develop, to formulate, 
to· modify.. · 

To j uc.lgc, to argue, to 
valic.latc, to assess, 
to decide. 

To judge, to ar~~uc, to 
conshlcr, to compare, 
to contrast, to stand
ardize, to appraise -

Fo1111(~), p~•ttcn1(•; I, 
pt irpo~;c(::;) , po in tl :~) , 
of v.ic,v(s), techniques, 
bi<.1s(cs) ,· stn1cturc(s), 
theme ( s) , · arr;mgemcnts , 
organization(s). · 

StnKture(s), pattern(s), 
products, pcrfonn:rncc(s), 
dcsj gn(s), work(s), 
c611umu1ication, cffort(s), 
specifics, cornposition(s) 

Phm(s), objectives, · 
spccificniirn1s, sd1ematic(s) 
operations~ way(s), solution(s) 
means. 

Phcnomcn::1, taxonomies, conccpt(s), 
sd1crnc(s)' theories' relationships, 
:ihstractions, generalizations, 
hypothesis, hypotheses, perception, 
ways~ ~iscoyeries. 

Log i c:i.i -ac~t!Yacy I acoiracics, 
consistency/con'.'; is tcnc.i.cs, fallacies, 

· · rcJ i~hili ty, flaws, errors, prc.cision~ 
cxact1~css .- · ·· 

En<ls, means, cf fie ic11cy, cconom~· ,/ 
economics, utility, a.1 tcrnati vc~, . 
courses of action, s t~tn<la r<ls , theories , 
generalizations 

·-
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J RECI.:IVI>~G 

) 

1 .. 2 

1..3 

l'iill ingncss to receive 

Controlled or Selected 
Attention. ··· 

RESPONDING 

2.1 Acqtiiescence in 
Responding 

2.2 Willingness 
• 

to Respond 

2.3 ·satisfaction 

8 VALUING 

·Acceptance of. . a Value __ 

3.2 Preference for a Value 

TAXONOM\' CLASSifIC:A'.f ION 
1\FFECI'IVE 

INSTRUCTIONAL 
KEY WORDS 

DXN,tPLES OP 
DlRECf OBJECl'S · ACfIVI'lY 

To clif fercntinte, to 
·seporate, to set apart, 
to share~ 

S1ghts, SOlm<ls, events, 
des .igns , arrangements. 

To accumulate, to . select, · r-1odcls, sizes, meters, 
to combine, to accept. . · shap~s, ex.maples, c::iJen.ces 

To select, to posturally 
respond to, to listen(for) 
to control. 

To comply (with) , ·to · fo 
follmv, to commend, to 
approve. 

To volunteer, to discuss, 
to practice, to play 

To applaud, to acclaim, 
to spend leisure time .in, 
to augment. 

Alternatives, Answers, 
rythcms, nuances. 

Direction.s, instructions, 
laws, policies, demonstrations 

Instruments, garrics, dramatic 
works, charades, burlesques .• 

Speed1es ; plays, presentations, 
writings. 

To increase 
proficiency 
m.unbers of, 
to specify. 

measured· Group membership(s) -artistic 
in, to increase pi·oduction(s), musical procluction(s) 
to relingu:i.sh ,· · personal friendships. 

To assist, to subsidize 1 

.to help, to support 
Artistis1 projects, viewpoints, 
argun0nts. 
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3.3 Corranitment 

ORGA.~IZATION 

4.1 ConceptualizCl;tion of 
a Value · 

4. 2 · Organization of a Value 
System 

GIARACTERIZATION BY VALUE 

5.1 Genera)ized Set 

S.2 

1.1 
·i.3 
2.2 
2.2· 
2.2 

Olaracterization 

____ ...;.;_3_2 

-------3.2 
-------4.1 
7-..,----4.1 
- -- - .- --5. 2 

Interest 
. Appreciation 
Attitudes 
Valµe 
Adjustment 

To deny, to protest., to . 
d~bate, to argue. 

· .. 

Deceptions, irrelevancies; 
abdictions, irrationalities. 

To discuss, to theorize ~ on, Parameters, codes, standards, 
·to abstract, to compare goals. 

To balance, to organize 1 

to defin~, to fonnulate 

To revise , . to change, . tci 
complete, to requ~re. 

To be rated high by peers\ . 
in, to be rated high by . 
superiors, to be rated 

. high by - subordinates in 
and to avoid, to manage, 
to resolve, to resist. · 

Systems, approaches, crl. teria 
limits. 

Plans, behavior, metho<l(s) _, 
efforts~ · 

Extravagance(s), excesses, conflicts, 
exorbitancy/exorbitancies. 

The range of meaning typical of 
.. .. · commonly used affective te11ns 

measured against the Trucbnoniy 
continuun. · · 

•. 

.. 
.· 

; 



· Taken from Gagne's, Conditions of Learning: 

1. 

.LEARNING TYPES AND LEARNING 
THEO HY 

Eight different classes of situation in which human 
beings learn have been distinrruishcd, that is, ciaht sets of 0 ,':J 

conditions under which changes in capabilities of the human 
Jeai:ner arc brou~~ht about. The implication is that there are 
eight corresponding kinds of changes in the nervous system 

:Which need to be identified and ultin1ately accounted for . 
. ,·Each of these may involve different initial s·tates or different 

· structures, or both. from the standpoint of the outside of 
the human org;1nism, however, they seem to .be clearly c;:lis~ 
tinguishablc from one another in terms Qf the conditions 
that must prevail for each to occur. ~li ght there actually 
b~ seven, n!ne, or ten rather than eight? It is quite possible 

. that as research is continued it will become necessary to · 
make new formulations of these conditions, to separate 
some or-wh;1t appears less likely-to collapse some. The 
distinctions m;ide lH:?re are simply those that · appear to be 
consistent with present evidence, much of it based on simple 
observation. 

In brief, the varieties of learning that can currently be 
distinguished arc as follows: 

Type 1: Siyual Learning. The individual learns to make a 
.. general, diffuse response to a signal. . This is the classical 

· conqitiorn~d response of Pavlov ( 1927). 
· Type 2: . Stil//ulus-Responsc Learning. The learner ac-

, quires a· precise response to a discriminated stimulus. What 
is learned is a. connection (Thorndike, 1898) or a dis
criminated operant (Skinner, 1938), sometimes called an 
instrumental response .(Kimble, 1961). . 

Type 3: Clwiuing. \Vhat is acquired is a chain of two or 
more stirnulus-respoq:,e connections. The conditions for 
such Iearni11 ;•. have been described by Skinner (1938) and 
others, not:il1lv Gilbert ( 196?.. ). 

Type 4: Vcrlml Associa tion.. Verbal association is the learn~ 
ing of chai11 s that are verbal. Jfa sic<.:Jly; the conditions re
scrnlile lh1> '.1~ for· other .(mol<>r) d1;:iins. Howeve r, the pres
ence of lan~~u:r gc in the human being m~1kes t!Jis a special 
type becau~;e iniernal li11ks may be selected from the in
dividual's p,.cvinusly h~arned repertoire of language (see 
Underwood, I UG4b ). . . · · 

Type 5: 1Ji::;criminatio11 [,earning. The individual learns 
to make H different identifying responses to as rnauy differ
ent stimuli; which m:iy resemble each other in physical ap
pearance to a greater or lesser degree. Although 1J1e learning 
of each sti111ulus-rc~ponse connection is a simple type 2 
occurrence, the connections tend to interfere with each 
other's rch'11tion '(Postman, 1961 ) . . 

Type 6: Cm1ccpt Lcarni11q. The learner acquires a capa
bility of 111:11\ing a common rc~ : ponsc to a cbss of stimuli 
lhnt may tlim·r from c:lch other widely in physical appear-

,• 
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ancc. He is able to make a response that identifies an entire 
class of objects or events (see Kendlcr, 1964 ). Other· con
cepts are acquired by definition, and consequently have the 
formal characteristics of rules. · · 

Type 7: Rule Learning. Jn simplest terms, a rule is a 
chain of two or more concepts. It functions to control be· 
havior in the manner suggested by a verbalized ·rule of the 
form, "If A, then B ," where A and B are previously learned 
concepts. However, it must be carefully distinguished from 

·the mere verbal sequence, "If A, then B," which, of course, 
may also be learned as type 4. 

Type 8: Problem Soh:ing. Problem solving is a kind of 
learning that requires the internal events usually called 
thinking. Two or more .previously acquired rules are some
how combined to produce a new capability that can be 
shown to depend on a "higher-order" rule. 

Prerequisites to Learning 

Throughout many years of experimental investigation of 
learning, there have been those who have contended that 
all learning is basically tlze same. Thorndike ( 1931, p. 160), 
for example, says essentially this, and there have been 
many others who have espow;ed this view, explicitly or im
plicitly. It should be perfectly clear from the present chapter 
that it is this viewpoint about learning which is categorically 
rejected. The attempt is made to show that each variety .of 
learning describeri here begins with a different state of the 
organism and ends with a different capability for perform
ance. It is believed, therefore, that the differences among 
these varieties of learning far outweigh their similarities. 
Furthermore, great confusion can arise-and has arisen
through belie\·ing that these varieties are somehow alike. 
To eguate the responding of an animal to a warning signal 
with the learning of a child asking for a doll, or the learn
ing of a student to identify a chromosome or the learning 
to predict jnhcritance with the laws of genetics is considered 
to lJe a matter of gross disregard for some obvious and sim
ple observations. 

The most important class of conditions that distinguishes 
one form of learning from another is the initial state of the 
learning-in other words, its prerequisites. The conditions 
for chaining, for example, require that the individual have 
prc\'iously learned stimulus-response connections available 
to him, so that they can be chained. If this condition is not ,~ 
met, one finds oneself dealing with conditions for estab~ 
lishing these prerequisite Ss ~· Ifs, and thus one is likely to 
draw incon:cct conclusions about chaining itself. This gen· 

- Yb -
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etalization, applied to the varieties of learning we have 
discussed, may be briefly stated as follows: 

Problem Solving (Type 8) 

I 
requires as prerequisites: I . 

Rules (Type 7) · 

.which require als prereq~isites: . . I . . 
Concepts (Type 6-) 

h 
.. i . I . . . 

w 1c .1 require as prerequ1S1tes: 

I 
Discriminations (Type 5) 

I . 
which require as prerequisites: 

··Verbal associations (Type 4) 

or other Chains <.Type 3) or · 

which require a~ prerequisites: · 

L___ 
. . 

Sti.mulus-Hcsponse c6nnections (Type 2) 

It is tempting to agree with :l\Iowrer ( 1960a) that Ss ~ R 
connections (type 2) require signal learning (type -I) as 
a prerequisite. Tl1is may be true, but it does not seem · 
·possible to draw this conclusion with complete confidence 
from presently a\'~libhlc evidence ; it . remains as a proposi· 
tion to be further illtiminated by experimental research . 

.·• ,. 
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M 0 D E S of Instruction 

1. Vertical Relationship ' 

Predominance of Teacher/Facilitator (T/F) to Participant (P) 

Instruction: 

The T/F irttroduces ideas by relating stories of the community 

found in newspapers, oral communication, and other places likely 

to be familiar ·to the participants. Learning is cognitive depen

ding on verbal ipteraction. 

• 2. Written Instruction Relationship 

Predominance of Material (M) to P InstruGtion: 

Participant becomes familiar with material (by reading instruc

tions, through questions, observations, trial and error, etc.); 

participant is ·encouraged to involve himself in the activities 

of the material, keeping in mind that he/she is expected to fo-

· llow a pre-established game procedure. 

3. Horizontal Relationship (One-Way) 

Predominance of T/F -· -? P Interaction: 

.· 

The .T/F and P interaction is directed through discussion in ·which · 

· ·· T/F has · in mind most of the consideratiOns .that can be brought to 

bear on the issues at hand and seeks to draw these out of the par

ticipants. · An attitude of "let's .inquire together" is the approach 

to Instruction. 

· 4. Horizontal Relationship (Two-Way) 

Predominance of P ~? P Interaction: 

Participants through a mutual encouraged discussion and participa

tion in activities such as role. playing and simulations will derive 

questions and processes (community based, legal rights, etc.) to 

achieve their ends (as defined by the part_icipants) and will in

crease their level of awareness (concientizaci6n) and will not 

·. 
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or b~ ~ apathetic to. his/her concerns • 

. . 

(P and M) Interactional Relationship 
. ~:, . ' . .· 

Predominance of P~M Interaction: 

activities are designed to put the Pinto an active 

·position of decision making. _The participant per'formes roles 

" ~ Of ·influence t?at ·affect social policy, e.g. he/she may. be asked 

•· to write a set of laws for his/her 'community. The ' activities 

have no right or wrong answers and th~ ch_ance .of participating in 

the activities is high - exploring various answers to abtivities 

of alwars being correct. . ., . . 

· ,• 
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